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The interoperability of the electronic documents exchanged in eBusiness applications is an important problem in industry. Currently, this problem is handled by the mapping experts who understand the meaning of every element in the involved document schemas and define the mappings among them which is a very costly and tedious process. In order to improve electronic document interoperability, the UN/CEFACT produced the Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS) which defines a common structure and semantic properties for document artifacts. However, at present, this document content information is available only through text-based search mechanisms and tools. In this thesis, the semantics of CCTS based business document standards is explicature through a formal, machine processable language as an ontology. In this way, it becomes possible to compute a harmonized ontology, which gives the similarities among document schema ontology classes of different document standards through both the semantic properties they share and the semantic equivalences established through reasoning. However, as expected, the harmonized ontology only helps discovering the similarities of structurally and semantically equivalent elements. In order to handle the structurally different but semantically similar document artifacts, heuristic rules are developed
describing the possible ways of organizing simple document artifacts into compound artifacts as defined in the CCTS methodology. Finally, the equivalences discovered among document schema ontologies are used for the semi-automated generation of XSLT definitions for the translation of real-life document instances.
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doküman parçacıklarından bileşik doküman parçacıklarının oluşturulmasının olası yollarını tanımlayan buluşal kurallar geliştirilmiştir. Son olarak, doküman şema ontolojileri arasındaki belirlenen eşitlikler gerçek hayatta kullanılan elektronik dokümanların çevrilmesinde işe yarayan XSLT tanımlarının yarı otomatik olarak üretilmesinde kullanılmaktadır.
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Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged [31]. In other words, interoperability is said to exist between two applications when one application can accept data (including data in the form of a service request) from the other and perform the task in an appropriate and satisfactory manner (as judged by the user of the receiving system) without the need for extra operator intervention [6].

Business Document interoperability initiatives started in the 1970s before the invention of the Internet. The first standard developed was the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) framework [16], where document exchange was realised through dialup connections using proprietary networks.

Starting with the late 1990s eXtensible Markup Language [96] became popular for describing data exchanged on the Internet. The relative human readability and the amount of XML tools available made XML a popular basis for a number of new document standards such as Common Business Library (CBL) [7] and Commerce XML [12]. This progress has been evolutionary because the later standards used the EDI experience. For example, CBL became XML Common Business Library [95] after including EDI experience in CBL.

EDI, CBL and xCBL are horizontal industry standards addressing several industry domains. There are also several vertical industry specific standard initiatives such as the ones from the North American Automotive Industry Action Group [2], Health Level 7 (HL7) Standards Development Organization [27], the Petroleum Industry Data Exchange (PIDX) committee [57], the Chemical Industry Data Exchange (CIDX) organization [8], Open Travel Alliance [53], and RosettaNet Consortium [61] to name but a few.
However, having more than one standard does not solve the interoperability problem, but carries it to an upper level and the problem becomes providing the interoperability of electronic business documents conforming to different standards. Furthermore, the earlier standards have focused on static message/document definitions which were inflexible to adapt to different requirements that arise according to a given context which could be a vertical industry, a country or a specific business process.

The leading effort for defining flexible and adaptable business documents came from the UN/CEFACT *Core Components Technical Specification* [83] (also known as ISO 15000-5) in the early 2000s. UN/CEFACT CCTS provides a methodology to identify a set of reusable building blocks, called *Core Components* to create electronic documents. *Core Components* represent the common data elements of everyday business documents such as “Address”, “Amount”, or “Line Item”. These reusable building blocks are then assembled into business documents such as “Order” or “Invoice” by using the CCTS methodology. *Core Components* are defined to be context-independent so that they can later be restricted to different contexts such as a specific industry or a country. Many *Core Components* defined by UN/CEFACT are available to users from UN/CEFACT *Core Component Library* [82].

After its publication, the CCTS has gained widespread adoption by the electronic document standard bodies. The *Universal Business Language* (UBL) [75] is the first implementation of the CCTS methodology in XML. Some earlier horizontal standards such as *Global Standard One* (GS1) XML [25] and *Open Applications Group Integration Specification 9.1* (OAGIS) [48], and many vertical industry standards such as CIDX [8] and RosettaNet [61] have also taken up CCTS. However, the existing document standards have well-established document schemas that are already in use and radical schema modifications to conform to CCTS will cause backward incompatibility problem. Therefore they apply the CCTS methodology selectively and more importantly do not always base their document artifacts on the core components defined in the UN/CEFACT *Core Component Library* [82]. As a result there are considerable differences among the CCTS based standards as detailed in [36].

As a natural consequence of these differences, these standards are not interoperable among themselves. When industries using different standards want to exchange data, the mapping experts and data consultants, who understand the semantic meaning of each entity in these standards’ document schemas define the mappings among them manually and usually as XSLT
rules. This is a very costly and tedious process. Furthermore, the current accepted practice of storing the document artifacts in spreadsheets does not facilitate to develop automated semantic interoperability support tools.

In order to help with the interoperability of the document artifacts, in this thesis, the CCTS based business document semantics is explicating. By “explicating”, it is meant that their semantic properties are defined through a formal, machine processable language as an ontology and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [54] is used for this purpose. The semantics is explicated at two levels: At the first level, an upper ontology describing the CCTS document content model is specified. The CCTS upper ontology consists of classes representing CCTS document artifacts such as the Data Types, the Core Components and the Business Information Entities and their properties. Furthermore, at this level, the upper ontologies for the prominent CCTS based standards, namely, GS1 XML, OAGIS 9.1 and UBL are also developed. The various equivalence relationships between the classes of the CCTS upper ontology and the CCTS based document standards’ upper ontologies are defined. These relationships are later used to find the similarities among the document artifacts from different document schemas.

At the next level, the semantics of the document schemas in each standard are described through “document schema ontologies”, which are based on their corresponding upper ontologies. The difference between the “document schema ontology” and the “upper ontology” is that the upper ontology describes the generic entities in a document content model, whereas document schema ontologies describe the actual document artifacts as the subclasses of the classes in the upper ontology.

When these ontologies are harmonized using a Description Logics (DL) reasoner, the automatically computed inferred ontology reveals the implicit equivalences and subsumption relationships between the document artifacts in different standards. In other words, the newly identified ontological relationships show the relations among the semantically similar document artifacts, which are in different standards. It should be noted that currently the common practice to find these relationships between the artifacts of different standards is manual. However, with the approach described in this thesis, these relationships are generated automatically.

The harmonized ontology is effective only to discover equivalence of both semantically and
structurally similar document artifacts. In other words, the use of description logics only allows finding relations between document artifacts, whose semantics and structure are similar. Therefore, for identifying the relations between semantically similar document artifacts, whose structure is different, further heuristics are provided in terms of predicate logic rules. Note that a DL reasoner by itself cannot process predicate logic rules and a well accepted practice of using a rule engine is resorted to execute the predicate logic rules and carry the results back to the DL reasoner. The results involve declaring further class equivalences in the harmonized ontology. Finally, the similarities discovered among the document artifacts are used to automate the mapping process by generating the XSLT rules. In other words, with the generation of the XSLT documents, the semantic equivalences at the conceptual level are converted to syntactical transformation rules, which can be applied directly to the XML business documents exchanged in real life business.

The approach presented in this thesis is used in IST-213031 iSURF Project [34], where the Interoperability Service Utility (ISU) component of the iSURF Architecture implements my approach and provides translation between Universal Business Language’s [75] and GS1 XML’s [25] electronic business document schemas for Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment.

The thesis is organized as follows: First, the related work and a state-of-the-art survey of electronic document standards are presented in Chapter 2. The aim of this survey is to identify the document components semantics, which is used to find the relations among the similar document components of different document standards. In this survey, some of the prominent horizontal business document standards, namely, EDI, UN/CEFACT CCL, UBL 2.0, OAGIS 9.1 and GS1 XML are inspected in detail to identify the semantics that they give to their components. This survey chapter also describes the differences among the business document standards in order to help with the development of the XSLT documents for cross-standard translation. In the thesis, the semantics is defined through description logics based ontologies and reasoning is used to identify the relations among the document components. Therefore, in this state-of-the-art chapter, brief information on description logics, ontologies and reasoning tools are also provided. In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the proposed methodology to establish ontology-based semantic interoperability of electronic business document standards are described in detail based on the findings obtained in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the development of the upper and document schema ontologies. In Chapter 4, the heuristics to discover
semantically similar but structurally different document artifacts are described and Chapter 5 addresses how to automate the XSLT generation process for the discovered equivalences among the document artifacts. Another benefit of representing document artifacts through ontologies is that it facilitates querying document components. Spreadsheets only allow keyword based queries. However, the ontology representation allows the users to execute more enhanced queries. In this respect, the document component query support is also described in Chapter 5. The overall system architecture, the implementation results, the performance of the system and a use case to generate mappings between GS1 XML Planning documents [26] and UBL Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment documents [76] are described in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the future work and concludes the thesis.
CHAPTER 2

SURVEY OF THE STATE OF THE ART

The survey chapter is composed of three parts. First, Section 2.1 presents the related work in the literature. Then, in the second part, some of the prominent horizontal business document standards, namely, EDI, UN/CEFACT Core Components Library, UBL 2.0, OAGIS BOD 9.1 and GS1 XML are surveyed in order to identify the semantics that they provide for their document components. Section 2.2 summarizes the EDI initiative. Section 2.3 describes the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification. Section 2.4 introduces the Universal Business Language (UBL) 2.0 standard. In Section 2.5, Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS) 9.1 is presented. Global Standard One (GS1) XML standard is covered in Section 2.6 after briefly introducing the set of standards proposed by GS1.

In this part of the chapter, in order to identify the structure semantics of document artifacts, the surveyed standards are first analyzed based on their document design principles: the document design principles involve the document artifacts used in composing the documents, the code lists used to convey the meaning of the values in the elements and the use of XML namespaces. Furthermore, since all the document standards surveyed are based on UN/CEFACT CCTS, how this methodology is used in the design of the documents is also discussed.

Then how the standards handle extensibility and customization is discussed. It is an important aspect used in the methodology defined in Chapter 3, because the unmapped elements are inserted into the appropriate extension areas. The standards basically handle the customization and extensibility in two ways: either by introducing an “extension” element into the document schema or by allowing users to change the document schema. When an “extension” element is used, the document schema remains unchanged and the user can put any extra information into this element. When the document schemas are modified to accommodate extensions, the
document interoperability is reduced.

The industry relevance of these standards are also presented by providing some major usage examples in order to show the possible impact of this thesis. Most of the standards covered have very wide industry take up.

Another important issue is whether the standards address the other layers in the interoperability stack, namely the communication layer and the business process layer. The communication layer addresses the transport protocol and the message header. (e.g. after sending a Purchase Order message, an Purchase Order Acknowledgement message must be received). The business process layer involves the sequencing of the messages, and the business processes.

In the second part, Section 2.7 contains an analysis of the presented standards with respect to document design principles, customization and extensibility, coverage of other layers of interoperability and their industry relevance.

Having completed the business document standards survey, in the third part of the chapter, brief information on enabling technologies are presented. In Section 2.8, description logics is described. In Section 2.9, the description logics reasoners are surveyed. After that, in Section 2.10, brief information on ontology and the ontology languages are presented, and Section 2.11 summarizes SPARQL, which is used to discover document components.

Finally, this chapter is concluded by mentioning current harmonization efforts, which are manual.

2.1 RELATED WORK

Given the large number of electronic business document standards, conformance to one of these standards or implementing a combination of them will not solve the interoperability problem; there will always be some companies using a different, incompatible document standard.

Currently, transforming an electronic business document from one standard format into another is generally achieved by means of Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) [97] using schema matching techniques as described in [58], and this process is performed manually.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no existing work on automatic transformation among different UN/CEFACT CCTS based document standards. However, in the literature, there is work on the use of description logic techniques in electronic document interoperability. In [101], a Component Ontology specifically for UBL is developed by using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to represent the semantics of individual components and their relationships within customized schemas. Then this ontology is processed through description logic reasoners for the discovery of similar components and the automation of the translation process among different UBL customizations. In this work, the authors focus on a single document standard, which is UBL. The different customizations, between which the translation is performed, are generated from the same information model. Therefore, the information models of different customizations do not differ much. However, in this work, the most difficult challenge is that the different document standards have different information models. The only commonality among them is the use of UN/CEFACT CCTS.

In [3], Semantic Web technologies are used to transform documents between two vertical industries standards both based on OAGIS: one conforming to Standards in Automotive Retail [68] schemas and the other conforming to Automotive Industry Action Group [2] schemas. First, the STAR and AiAG XML Schemas are converted to Web Ontology Language [54]. Then these independently developed ontologies are merged through description logic reasoners. By using the merged ontology, the STAR document instances are converted to the corresponding AiAG documents and vice versa. Like, in [101], the authors focus on a single document standard, OAGIS, and both of the document standards, STAR and AiAG, are generated from the same information model.

In [102], a supply chain management ontology, called Onto-SCM, is developed which represents a common semantic model of supply chain management. The Onto-SCM is defined using Ontolingua [47], which is an ontology representation language based on Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [38]. The authors then show how Onto-SCM can be used for converting document schemas of different standards. In this work, the authors construct both the Onto-SCM ontology itself and the mappings between the document standards to Onto-SCM manually. Considering the large numbers of elements in the document schemas and changes in the versions of the standards make the approach in [102] inapplicable. In the thesis, most of the equivalences are identified automatically.
2.2 ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE (EDI)

EDI is developed through two main branches: ANSI X12 and UN/EDIFACT. In the USA, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) developed ANSI X12 [94] and internationally EDI is standardised as UN/EDIFACT (United Nations/Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce, and Transport) [85]. Through both of these initiatives, a large number of standard electronic documents in plain-text, quote-delimited formats have been specified for domains like procurement, logistics and finance. EDIFACT has also been standardised by the International Standards Organisation as ISO 9735 [85].

![Figure 2.1: The Basic EDI Architecture](image)

The basic EDI architecture is shown in Figure 2.1. The communications are through the Value Added Networks (VANs) which are responsible for routing, storing and delivering EDI messages. Special EDI adapters are implemented to interface the internal system of a partner to the value added network. The particulars of the message syntax and interaction process are negotiated between partners in advance. Sometimes a dominant partner imposes its standards on smaller partners.

![Figure 2.2: (a) The Basic EDI Message Structure, (b) An Example EDI Message](image)
An EDI “interchange” document, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a) consists of “messages” which are in turn composed of “data segments”. The segments themselves consist of “data elements”. Figure 2.2 (b) shows an example EDI message.

When the Internet became an established networking environment starting with mid 1990s, there were several updates to the EDI architecture. First, the Internet protocol for email, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), and the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) came to be used to transfer EDI documents directly between parties connected to the Internet. Later, once the World Wide Web and its transfer protocol, the Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), was popularised, this became another mechanism for EDI document transfer.

![Figure 2.3: The EDI Message Example](image)

### 2.3 UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS)

UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS) is defined as Part 8 of the ebXML (electronic business XML) Framework and is approved as ISO 15000-5 [83].

The essence of UN/CEFACT CCTS is to design documents from standard, re-usable building blocks, called *Core Components*. The aim is to provide interoperability among electronic business documents by requiring all *Business Information Entities* (BIEs) to be related back to the common *Core Components* (CCs). A considerable number of *Core Components* are available from the *UN/CEFACT Core Component Library* (CCL) for discovery and reuse, and more will be available as the work progresses.
The first step to provide interoperability based on Core Components is to represent values in the components consistently. Hence the starting point for the design of Core Components is the Core Component Types (CCT) and Data Types (DT), which are also termed as Core Data Types (CDT).

### 2.3.1 CORE COMPONENT TYPES AND DATA TYPES

Core Component Types (CCT) constitute the leaf-level type space of UN/CEFACT Core Components. They specify the basic information types, such as amount, binary object, code and date time, and they are built from primitive data types (e.g. binary, decimal, integer and string). A CCT is composed of a Content Component, where the actual primitive content resides, and one or more Supplementary Components, which further describe the Core Component Types. In other words, Supplementary Components help to interpret a value in the Content Component.

For example, the “Code” CCT’s Content Component is of type string and has a set of Supplementary Components such as Code List Agency Identifier which is the identifier of the Agency that maintains the code list and Code List Agency Name which is the name of the Agency that maintains the code list.

On the other hand, Data Types are based on one of the Core Component Types and further restrict them. In this respect, CCT’s can be thought of as abstract types from which more specialized Data Types are produced. For example, in the current version of the UN/CEFACT Data Types, there is a Data Type, called the “CurrencyCode”. This data type is based on the “Code” CCT and restricts it as follows:

- **Content Component**: The value in the Content Component should be a three-letter code.
- **Code List Identifier**: The identifier of the code list is ISO 4217.
- **Code List Version Identifier**: The version of the code list is 2006-11-21.

The relationship among Core Component Types, Data Types and other types of core components is shown in Figure 2.4 [83]. Up to now, UN/CEFACT has approved 14 Core Component Types and defined 35 permissible Data Types, and has undertaken their maintenance. Further-
more, the Data Types provided by UN/CEFACT can be used without restrictions (Unqualified Data Types (UDT)) or further restricted (Qualified Data Types (QDT)) to accommodate specific business needs. UN/CEFACT also provides the rules to restrict the Data Types to Qualified Data Types.

2.3.2 NAMING CONVENTION USED

Apart from the structure, CCTS provides a methodology to define properties for the document components to give them meaning. CCTS assigns Object Class Term property to every document components it defines. The aggregate components, created from the same document component by restricting them to different contexts, share the same Object Class Term. For example, the Object Class Term “Person” provides the meaning for all aggregate components obtained from the “Person” aggregate component by restricting it to a context. The Object Class Term for both the basic components and the association components is the Object Class Term of the component they are defined in. For example, the Object Class Term of the “name” basic component is “Person” if it is defined in the “Person” component or it is the “Product” if it is defined in the “Product” component.

Furthermore, CCTS defines the names of the basic document components and the association document components through Property Term property. The aim is that even when these components are qualified to create other components and hence are renamed, their Property Term remains the same. For example when “Identification” basic document component of a “Party” aggregate document component is qualified in “Trade” context, its name becomes “Tax Identification”, but its Property Term is still “Identification”.

CCTS defines terms that represent the basic document components and the association document components through Representation Term property. The Representation Terms for the basic document components give their core data type. The aim is when the data type is later qualified and hence is renamed, it still has the same Representation Term. For example, the data type of the “Type” basic component of “Document” aggregate component is qualified to become “DocumentTypeCode”, however its Representation Term is still “Code” stating that the new qualified data type is derived from “Code” core data type. The Representation Term for the association document components, on the other hand, give the Object Class Term of the component it refers to. As an example, the “EmailURI” association document component
of “Contact” aggregate component refers to “Internet_Communication” aggregate component and the Representation Term of this association component is “Communication” stating that the “Internet_Communication” component is qualified from the “Communication” component.

Another benefit of this way of giving semantics is to provide a naming convention that is necessary to consistently name the defined components to facilitate the comparison during the discovery and analysis process. Furthermore, ambiguities can be prevented such as developing multiple Core Components with different names that have the same meaning. This naming convention is derived from ISO 11179 Part 5 [33]. It has three major parts: Object Class Term, Property Term and Representation Term. For example, when the Core Component “Invoice. TaxAmount. Amount” basic component is expressed according to this naming convention, “Invoice” is the Object Class Term, “TaxAmount” is the Property Term and “Amount” is the Representation Term.

### 2.3.3 TYPES OF CORE COMPONENTS

A Core Component is a reusable building block for creating electronic business documents. There are three types of Core Components:

- **Core Component Type (CCT)**
- **Data Type**
- **Supplementary Component**
- **Content Component**
- **Association Core Component**
- **Aggregate Core Component**

![Figure 2.4: Core Component Overview](image)

- **Aggregate Core Component (ACC)**: A distinct real world object with a specific business meaning such as “Address” or “Purchase Order” is termed as an Aggregate Core Component (ACC). An Aggregate Core Component has at least one and possibly more Basic Core Components (BCCs). For example, as shown in Figure 2.5 “Address. Details”
is an Aggregate Core Component (ACC) containing several Basic Core Components (BCCs).

- A Basic Core Component describes a property of an ACC by using a Data Type. For example, as shown in Figure 2.5, “Address. Details. Street” is a Basic Core Component (BCC) and is of “Text” Data Type. In other words, the Data Types are used as Representation Terms of Basic Core Components.

- Sometimes it is necessary to define an association between Aggregate Core Components. This is realized through Association Core Components. As shown in Figure 2.5, “Person. Details. Residence” is an Association Core Component (ASCC) referencing the “Address. Details” ACC.

![Figure 2.5: Examples of Basic Core Component (BCC), Aggregate Core Component (ACC) and Association Core Components (ASCC) [83]](image)

### 2.3.4 BUSINESS INFORMATION ENTITY (BIE)

A Core Component is designed to be context-independent so that it can later be adapted to different contexts and reused. When a Core Component is restricted to be used in a specific business context, it becomes a Business Information Entity (BIE) and given its own unique name.

The possible business contexts that can be used are defined to be: Business Process Context; Product Classification Context; Industry Classification Context; Geopolitical Context; Business Process Role Context; Supporting Role Context; System Capabilities Context and Official Constraints Context.

For example, when the Business Process Context is specialized to “Purchasing”, and the
**Geopolitical Context** is set to be “EU”, the “Invoice. Tax. Amount” BCC becomes the “Invoice. VAT. Tax. Amount” Basic Business Information Entity (BBIE).

![Diagram of BBIEs](image)

**Figure 2.6: Customizing an Aggregate Core Component to the Business Process Context “Trade”**

Similarly, when an Association Core Component is used in a context, it becomes Association Business Information Entity (ASBIE) and Aggregate Core Component becomes Aggregate Business Information Entity (ABIE). For example, in Figure 2.6 an “Advance. Payment. Details” ABIE is created by customizing the “Payment. Details” ACC to the Business Process Context “Trade” as follows: An Object Class Term Qualifier is added as an additional property and the related BCCs are customized to create the BBIEs by restricting their cardinality.

Figure 2.7 [83] gives the relationship between the types of core components and the corresponding business information entities.

### 2.3.5 UN/CEFACT CORE COMPONENT LIBRARY

The Core Component Library [82] is the repository for UN/CEFACT CCTS artifacts. Currently there are quite a number of UN/CEFACT artifacts in the Core Component Library.
2.4 UNIVERSAL BUSINESS LANGUAGE 2.0 (UBL)

The Universal Business Language [75] initiative from OASIS adopts the UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) approach and develops a set of standard XML business document definitions.

Currently, the approved version of UBL is 2.0 [75] and there are thirty one XML schemas for common business documents such as “Order”, “Despatch Advice” and “Invoice”. In addition to the document definitions, UBL 2.0 provides a library of XML schemas (XSDs) [79] for reusable common data components like “Address”, “Item”, and “Payment” from which the documents are constructed. UBL 2.0 reuses Core Component Type and Data Type definitions.
from UN/CEFACT CCTS such as “AmountType”, “CodeType” and “DateTimeType”. When UN/CEFACT CCTS Data Types are imported to UBL type space, they are termed as the Un-qualified Data Types (UDT). Additionally, UBL defines Qualified Data Types (QDT) which are primarily for code lists such as CurrencyCodeType or CountryIdentificationCodeType defined for use within UBL.

At the time the UBL initiative had started, UN/CEFACT CCTS had not yet specified core components. Therefore UBL created its own BIEs based on CommerceOne’s xCBL (XML Common Business Library) 3.0 [95] and the UN/EDIFACT (EDI for Administration Commerce and Trade) dictionary [85]. Hence the UBL vocabulary consists primarily of Aggregate Business Information Entities (ABIEs).

Figure 2.8 shows the structure of the UBL Documents. It should be noted that in addition to identifying conceptual Business Information Entities (BIEs), UBL uses the CCTS artifacts such as ABIE, ASBIE and BBIE to compose its document schemas. This is in contrast to some other standards which use CCTS components in different document artifacts of their own and also name them differently.

In UBL, ABIEs are used in two different ways: (1) The document ABIEs which represent UBL Documents such as “Order” and “Invoice” and (2) More fine-grained reusable ABIEs such as “Address” and “Party”. As shown in Figure 2.7, an ABIE is composed of BBIEs and ASBIEs as in UN/CEFACT CCTS. In UBL 2.0, according to the UBL 2.0 Naming and Design Rules, this composition is realized through BIE Properties. A BBIE has a single content whose type is specified either with Qualified Data Types (QDT) or Unqualified Data Types (UDT). Figure 2.9 shows an example UBL 2.0 “Order” document.
2.4.1 UBL CUSTOMIZATION AND EXTENSIBILITY

There are two types of customizations specified in UBL 2.0: Conformant customization and Compatible customization.

Before going into details of customization, it is worth describing the validation of UBL documents. UBL 2.0 recommends a two-phase validation technique as shown in Figure 2.10. In the first phase, an incoming UBL document is validated against UBL 2.0 XSD schemas (or customized versions of them). If the instance passes the first phase, in the second phase it is checked against the rules, which specify additional constraints on the values of the elements in the instance. Generally, the rules are specified through XSL [97] or Schematron languages [64]. If the instance passes both of the phases successfully, it is delivered to the processing business application.

![Figure 2.10: Two-phase validation of UBL Messages](image)

2.4.1.1 CONFORMANT CUSTOMIZATION OF UBL 2.0

The key idea behind the conformant customization is that the XML instances in the customized implementation must also conform to the original standard UBL 2.0 schemas. There are four ways of performing conformant customizations:

1. **Inserting additional elements through the use of “UBLExtensions” element:** An optional `UBLExtensions` element appears as the first child of all UBL 2.0 documents and is used to include non-UBL data elements. For example, there could be elements containing data whose inclusion is mandated by law for certain business documents in certain regulatory environments. `UBLExtensions` element is composed of multiple `UBLExtension` elements, each containing a single element `ExtensionContent` of type “xsd:any” to accommodate the widest possible range of extensions. This means that
any well-formed XML element from any vocabulary can be inserted into Extension-Content element without modifying the schema.

An example UBL extension is given in Figure 2.11 where the “UBLExtensions” element is inserted into the beginning of the order document. It contains a “productForm” element, which shows the requested form of the ordered product, and a “bonusPoint” element, which is the bonus amount gained by the buyer upon purchasing the ordered products.

2. Subsetting original UBL 2.0 schemas: There are very many possible elements in a UBL document. For example, there are about 50,000 possible elements in a UBL Order Document. Most applications will not need all this data. Therefore, UBL 2.0 allows users to create subsets of its schemas. Subsets remove any optional information entities that are not necessary to the specific implementation. UBL 2.0 Small Business Subset [78] is an example of this subsetting mechanism.
3. Placing constraints on the value space of information entities and/or putting constraints among these values: In a specific implementation of UBL 2.0, there may be additional constraints on the value space of information entities. For example, “The Total Value of an Order cannot be more than 50,000 USD”. There may also be rules about dependencies between values of the elements, such as “The Shipping Address must be the same as the Billing Address” or ”The Start Date must be earlier than the End Date”. The former type of requirement can be reflected in the UBL schemas by type restriction; however, this requires schema modification. On the other hand, the latter type of requirement cannot be represented through XSD schemas. However, users can describe both of these constraints through Schematron [64] or XSL rules [97] and feed these rules into the second phase of validation as already described.

4. Customizing the code lists: Code list customization is described in Section 2.4.1.3.

2.4.1.2 COMPATIBLE CUSTOMIZATION OF UBL 2.0

Sometimes conformant customization may not be sufficient for a specific implementation. Users may need to perform more complex modifications such as extending an ABIE, creating a new ABIE or creating a new document. To handle these cases, the compatible customization approach can be used. In compatible customization, the users modify an existing UBL 2.0 schema or create a new one by re-using the “largest suitable” aggregation from the UBL library. When performing compatible customization, the users need to follow the UBL Naming and Design Rules [77].

2.4.1.3 THE USE OF CODE LISTS

In UBL 1.0, the standard and the default code list values are specified directly in the UBL schemas as XSD enumeration constraints. This allows all UBL 1.0 instances to be validated in a single pass using generic XSD processors. However, the specification of the default values directly in the schemas also makes it difficult to modify the code lists to meet customization requirements.

In UBL 2.0, only three code lists are enumerated in the schemas: (1) The CurrencyCodeContentType for internationally standardized currency codes, (2) The BinaryObjectMimeCode-
In fact, these enumerations are specified in Unqualified Data Types from UN/CEFACT and UBL 2.0 includes them as they are for the attribute values.

The other code lists used in UBL are not enumerated in the schema expressions. Instead of enumerating the codes in the XSD schemas, UBL uses a common base type called CodeType, which is an extension of “xsd:normalizedString” for all elements expressing values from the code lists. The UBL 2.0 package includes files for every code list. These files are separate from the provided XSD schemas and they are in a standard format. Trading partners can modify or replace any of these files to meet their business requirements. After this step, they can convert these files in proprietary format to Schematron or XSL rules. OASIS Code List Representation Technical Committee [10] provides tools for this purpose. Later these rules can be fed into the second phase of validation as already described.

### 2.5 OPEN APPLICATIONS GROUP INTEGRATION SPECIFICATION (OAGIS)

#### BUSINESS OBJECT DOCUMENTS (BOD) VERSION 9.1

The Open Applications Group, Inc. (OAGi) [44] is a not-for-profit open standards organization that defines electronic document standards called Business Objects Documents (BODs). Since its first release in 1995, several versions of Open Applications Group Integration Specification (OAGIS) BODs have been produced, the latest one being the OAGIS BOD version 9.1 [48]. This version is redesigned to be based on the UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification.

The Business Object Document (BOD) is based on a pair of concepts called the Noun and the Verb. The Verb identifies the action to be applied to the Noun. Noun is the object or document such as “PurchaseOrder”, “RequestForQuote”, and “Invoice” that is being acted upon. Examples of Verbs include “Cancel”, “Get”, “Process”, and “Synchronize”. The Verb and Noun combination provides the name of the BOD. For example, when the Verb is “Process” and the Noun is “PurchaseOrder”, the name of the BOD is “ProcessPurchaseOrder”. There are 77 nouns and 12 verbs defined in OAGIS 9.1.

The separation of Verb and Noun components increases the reusability of data. For example, the Noun “PurchaseOrder” contains all of the information that might be present in a
“PurchaseOrder”. The instantiation of each of the possible Verb and Noun combinations then further restricts the document to a context. For example, in a “ProcessPurchaseOrder” transaction, business partners and line item data must be provided, whereas in a “CancelPurchaseOrder” only the order identifier is enough to carry out the transaction. Note that these constraints do not change the schema of a document. Rather, they provide the constraint rules to be applied in the validation of a BOD. Like UBL, OAGIS recommends a two-phase validation. When an OAGIS document is received, it is first validated against the corresponding XML Schema and afterwards against the corresponding Schematron/XSL rules. Only after the OAGIS instance document passes this two-phase validation is it delivered to the business application that processes the document content.

OAGIS provides some recommendations on the usage of Verbs. Verbs may come in pairs meaning that the response to a Verb should be another specific Verb. For example, the response Verb of “Process” is “Acknowledge”.

As shown in Figure 2.12, a BOD is a message structure composed of an Application Area and a Data Area. The Application Area carries necessary information for transport software to send the message to the destination such as the sender, the signature of the sender and the unique identifier of the BOD. The need for the Application Area stems from the following: the application software that creates a BOD may be separate from the transport software that sends the BOD to the destination. Therefore the application software creating the BOD should provide the transport software with the necessary configuration information to send the BOD.
In other words, the ApplicationArea contains the configuration information created by the application software and conveyed to the transport software.

The DataArea contains a single Verb and multiple Nouns. A Noun may be assembled from Component, Compound, and Field document artifacts. Components are large-grained building blocks and may in turn consist of other Components, Compounds, and Fields. Examples of Components include: “PurchaseOrder Header”, “Party”, and “Address”. Compounds, which are used across all BODs, are a logical grouping of Fields (low level elements). Examples include “Amount”, “Quantity”, “DateTime”, and “Temperature”. Fields are the lowest level elements used in OAGIS Components and Compounds. Figure 2.13 shows an example BOD assembly with OAGIS artifacts.

![Figure 2.13: OAGIS Business Object Document (BOD) assembly example](image)

OAGIS implementation of the Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) is shown in Figure 2.14. In OAGIS 9.1, the Core Component Types and Unqualified Data Types are directly used in the OAGIS Schemas. In other words, all OAGIS Field types are based on UN/CEFACT Core Component Types. Furthermore, the code lists, such as ISO 54217 Currency Codes and ISO 5639 Language Codes, recommended by UN/CEFACT are also used as described in Section 2.5.1.3.

As shown in Figure 2.14, OAGIS incorporates the UN/CEFACT ABIEs into OAGIS Components rather than using them directly. When using these ABIEs in their Components, OAGIS appends “ABIETYPE” suffix to the name of the ABIE in order to identify that it is an ABIE from UN/CEFACT.

OAGIS Naming and Design Rules (NDR) are based on the version UN/CEFACT ATG2 Naming and Design Rules (NDR) [4].
2.5.1 OAGIS EXTENSIBILITY

OAGIS provides two mechanisms to extend its specifications: UserArea Extensions and Overlay Extensions.

2.5.1.1 USERAREA EXTENSIONS

The UserArea extensibility provides a means of adding implementation specific content to an existing OAGIS Component in an existing OAGIS BOD. When a few simple fields are needed to complete the information for the exchange, UserArea extensions are used. There is a UserArea element of type “xsd:any” at the end of each OAGIS Component where the users can insert any valid XML instance without changing the original OAGIS schema.

For example, in Turkey, the addresses contain “Mahalle” information, which basically specify a district in a city. In OAGIS, “Address” Component does not have such a Field to carry “Mahalle” information. This “Mahalle” information can be inserted in the UserArea part of “Address” Component in a BOD instance when it is used in Turkey, as shown in Figure 2.15.

```xml
<Address>
  ....
  <UserArea xmlns:myTrImpl="http://www.myTrImpl.org">
    <myTrImpl:Mahalle>EsatOglu<myTrImpl:Mahalle>
  </UserArea>
</Address>
```

Figure 2.15: UserArea Example
2.5.1.2 OVERLAY EXTENSIONS

When the users need more complex changes such as creation of a new BOD or creation of new a Component, Overlay extension mechanism is used. The Overlay extensions result in the creation of new XML Schemas for the BOD in their own separate namespaces. It should be noted that only Nouns and Components are overlay extensible.

The Overlay extension mechanism adopts a layering approach. New layers, called overlays, are defined in their own respective namespaces on top of core OAGIS Schemas. Specialized BODs and Components are defined by extending BODs from lower layers and/or by composing new BODs from a combination of existing components, extended components, and new components. In Figure 2.16, an example for overlays is shown where “Automotive” overlay is created from core OAGIS schemas, whereas “Auto Parts” that is a subdomain of “Automotive”, is built on “Automotive” and OAGIS core.

![Figure 2.16: OAGIS Overlay Layering Example](image)

With Overlay extensions, the users are allowed to create a new BOD, a Noun, a Component,
a Compound or a Field, or extend any of the previously defined OAGIS artifacts. For example, a user may extend the “Invoice” Noun of OAGIS by adding the following: a new Component for representing total discounts; an existing Compound for grand total and a new Field for a special purpose. Figure 2.17 shows how these extensions are realized. The user first creates a new Noun called “MyInvoiceType” by extending the “Invoice” provided by OAGIS. Afterwards, the user inserts the elements mentioned. Finally, the user defines the “MyInvoice” element of type “MyInvoiceType”. Note that “MyInvoice” element is in the same “xsd:substitutionGroup” as OAGIS “Invoice”, which means that anywhere the OAGIS “Invoice” element is included in a model, the “MyInvoice” element can be inserted as well. In order to preserve interoperability among different Overlay Extensions, XSLT transformations are defined to convert an instance document conforming to an overlay into another.

In the CodeLists.xsd:

```xml
<xsd:simpleType name="PaymentMethodCodeEnumerationType">
  <xsd:restriction base="xsd:normalizedString">
    <xsd:enumeration value="Cash"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="Cheque"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CreditCard"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="DebitCard"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="ElectronicFundsTransfer"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="ProcurementCard"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="BankDraft"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="PurchaseOrder"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CreditTransfer"/>
  </xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

<xsd:simpleType name="PaymentMethodCodeContentType">
  <xsd:union memberTypes="PaymentMethodCodeEnumerationType xsd:normalizedString"/>
</xsd:simpleType>
```

In the Fields.xsd:

```xml
<xsd:simpleType name="PaymentMethodCodeContentType">
  <xsd:restriction base="oacl:PaymentMethodCodeContentType"/>
</xsd:simpleType>
```

Figure 2.18: Code List Example

*UserArea* extensions are faster to apply than *Overlay* extensions. However, they do not pro-
vide the same level of control on the schemas as the Overlay extensions do. This is because the UserArea extensions are applied to the OAGIS BOD XML instance documents and not to the OAGIS BOD schema itself.

2.5.1.3 CODE LIST EXTENSIONS

OAGIS uses and recommends the code lists from UN/CEFACT, and allows additional values to be present. This is accomplished as follows: OAGIS defines two “xsd:simpleType” for each coded Field: (1) an enumeration type, which lists the codes to be used and (2) a “xsd:simpleType” which is a union of that enumeration type and the “xsd:normalizedString”. In other words, with the specification of “xsd:normalizedString” any code can be inserted to a BOD XML instance without affecting the validity against the BOD Schema. For example, as presented in Figure 2.18, the “PaymentMethodCodeContentType” Field is associated with “oacl:PaymentMethodCodeContentType” which is the union of “PaymentMethodCodeEnumerationType” and “xsd:normalizedString”. The use of “xsd:normalizedString” allows the users to send codes that are not listed in “PaymentMethodCodeEnumerationType”.

2.6 GLOBAL STANDARDS ONE (GS1)

Global Standards One (GS1) [23] is a family of standards focusing on different aspects of supply chain integration such as electronic products codes, product information synchronization and the electronic document standards. GS1 was formed in early 2005 by the European Article Number [13] and the Uniform Commercial Code [81] organizations when they joined together. EAN and UCC were two organizations that heavily contributed to the adoption and proliferation of barcodes.

The part addressing the electronic document interoperability in this family of standards is GS1 eCom. In GS1 eCom, there are two distinct categories: the earlier eCom standards that are based on Electronic Document Interchange (EDI), called EANcom [14] and the newer generation GS1 XML [25] which is defined using XML Schema.

The other standards in GS1 family include the Global Data Synchronization Network [22] and EPCglobal [20]. The Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) enables product
data and location information synchronization so that trading partners have consistent item
data in their respective systems.

EPCglobal drives the development of the Electronic Product Code (EPC) related with RFID
standards. The specifications are based on the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) research
performed at the MIT AutoID Labs [41].

![Diagram of GS1 XML Structure]

Figure 2.19: The Structure of GS1 XML Structure

2.6.1 GS1 XML

As shown in Figure 2.19, a GS1 XML document is represented with a StandardBusinessDoc-
ument, which contains a StandardBusinessDocumentHeader (SBDH) and a Message. Stan-
dardBusinessDocumentHeader is based on the SBDH defined by UN/CEFACT [88] and pro-
vides information about the routing and processing of the XML instance document contained
in the GS1 XML Message. The SBDH is used for the same purpose as OAGIS’s Application-
Area element; that is, it contains the configuration information for the transport software to
send the message to its destination.

A GS1 XML document includes either a set of Commands or a set of Transactions which in
turn contain Commands:

- **Command**: A Command instructs the recipient to perform a particular action, such as
  “Add”, “Delete” and “Refresh”, related to the documents within the command. The use
of these commands decreases the number of documents needed. The same document can be used with different commands. Hence, no separate documents like “Add Order”, “Change Order” or “Delete Order” are needed; the same “Order” document can be sent with a relevant command. In a similar way, several documents can reuse the same command.

- **Transaction**: A Transaction provides the functionality of executing multiple commands atomically as in relational databases. If one command in a transaction fails, the transaction fails causing all other commands in the transaction to be discarded applying the principle of “all or nothing”.

As an example, assume that a sender needs to send a message about two products and the first product is related to the second one. Instead of sending two distinct transmissions, the sender can transmit them together in one Transaction that contains one Command, which holds two Documents each of which is for a product. If the products are not related then, the sender can send them without using the Transaction element. In other words, the user sends only one Command containing two Documents.

GS1 XML is compliant with UN/CEFACT CCTS methodology in that GS1 XML uses the same modelling, design and technical principles. However, unlike UBL or OAGIS, which use UN/CEFACT artifacts (such as Core Component Types, Data Types and Business Information Entities), GS1 XML does not use UN/CEFACT CCTS artifacts in their XML Schemas. Yet, the GS1 core components are submitted as an input to UN/CEFACT CCTS development.

While developing their e-business standards, GS1 uses its Global Data Dictionary [24] to store, reuse and share common components and business definitions, and their corresponding representations in XML. In other words, the GDD is the repository of:

- Data components, used to create the GS1 XML standards, developed according to the UN/CEFACT Core Components Technical Specification (CCTS).
- Business terms and their representation in GS1 XML.

Through GDD, the search of previously defined components is facilitated.

In the GS1 XML documents, some of the components such as Measurement, DocumentStatus and MonetaryAmount are common to more than one business document and more than one
context. Therefore, these components are included in a common library as a part of the GDD. This approach allows reusing the same information constructs in all business messages.

### 2.6.1.1 CUSTOMIZATION AND EXTENSIBILITY

In GS1 XML, the following context categories are defined for customization:

- **Business Process** context in which collaboration takes place such as ordering or delivery.
- **Industry Sector** context in which the business partners are involved such as automotive.
- **Geopolitical** context reflecting the geographical factors that influence the business semantics. This can be either country-specific, for example, only for France or Sweden, or limited to certain economic regions, for example, NAFTA or European Union, and finally, it can be applicable everywhere in the world, in which case the context is defined as “Global”.

The context information is reflected to the documents through their namespaces. In other words, the GS1 information components are assigned to a namespace that reflects the context they are defined in. For example, the namespace for the documents that are used in the Global Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) is “gdsn=urn:ean.ucc:gdsn:2”. As another example, the documents for alignment of trade items in Sweden use “sw=urn:ean.ucc:align:sweden:2” as their namespace. On the other hand, the schemas in the common library have “eanucc=urn:ean.ucc:2” as their namespace, because they do not belong to any specific context.

GS1 XML supports extensibility of its document schemas. Starting from release 2.0, there is an element called “extension” at the end of each business document XML schema where additional context-specific information that are not defined by GS1 XML can be inserted. This element is of type “xsd:any”, which allows the users to insert any XML data to the exchanged instance documents without changing the standard GS1 XML schema.

Before starting to exchange GS1 XML instances with other parties, each organization that requires additional elements in their documents publishes their extensions to the “Extended Attributes” section of the Global Data Dictionary Web site. When a sender wishes to send
a message to a receiver, the sender first checks whether the receiver has an extension by consulting the GDD Web site. If there is an extension, the sender sends the message using Attribute/Value Pair mechanism. Attribute/Value Pair mechanism is a way to populate the “extension” area of a document. As an example, assuming that the receiver requires two additional elements: “packagingWeightValue” and “packagingWeightUnitOfMeasure”, the sender populates the “extension” area as shown in Figure 2.20.

```xml
<extension>
  <gdsn:attributeValuePairExtension
    xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ean:ucc:2../Schemas/AttributeValuePairExtensionProxy.xsd">
    <value name="packagingWeightValue">15</value>
    <value name="packagingWeightUnitOfMeasure">kg</value>
  </gdsn:attributeValuePairExtension>
</extension>
```

Figure 2.20: Attribute/Value Pair Mechanism to populate extension area

```xml
<xsd:complexType name="ISO3166_1CodeType">
  <xsd:sequence>
    <xsd:element name="countryISOCode">
      <xsd:simpleType>
        <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
          <xsd:maxLength value="3"/>
          <xsd:minLength value="1"/>
        </xsd:restriction>
      </xsd:simpleType>
    </xsd:element>
  </xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
```

Figure 2.21: Example Country Code Element

### 2.6.2 THE USE OF CODE LISTS

In GS1 XML, there are two types of code lists, external and internal. External code lists are defined and maintained by other standard bodies outside GS1 XML. The example external code lists include the following:

- Country Codes - ISO 3166-1:1997

• Currency Codes - ISO 4217:2001

The external code lists are defined as “xsd:string” and restricted to an appropriate number of characters. Figure 2.21 shows an example for “countryISOCode” element which is defined as type “xsd:string” whose length is three characters. However, GS1 XML does not import the code list values to the GS1 XML Schemas because of copyright and maintenance issues. In other words, they are not enumerated in the GS1 XML Schemas.

The internal code lists are those developed and maintained within the GS1 System. They are defined as “xsd:enumeration” and imported into the business document schema that uses them. Figure 2.22 provides an example internal coding list for payment method types used in GS1 XML. It should be noted that all of the possible values are enumerated in the provided XML Schemas.

```xml
<xsd:simpleType name="PaymentMethodListType">
  <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
    <xsd:enumeration value="BANK_CHEQUE"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CASH"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CERTIFIED_CHEQUE"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CHEQUE"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="CREDIT_CARD"/>
    <xsd:enumeration value="LETTER_OF_CREDIT"/>
    ...
  </xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
```

Figure 2.22: Example Payment Method List Element
2.7 ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC BUSINESS DOCUMENT STANDARDS

In this section, the surveyed electronic document standards are analyzed with respect to their document design principles, how they handle customization and extensibility, their coverage of the other layers of interoperability and their industry relevance.

2.7.1 THE DOCUMENT DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The document design principles involve the document artifacts used in composing the documents, the code lists used to convey the meaning of the values in the elements and the use of XML namespaces. Furthermore, since all the document standards surveyed are based on UN/CEFACT CCTS, how this methodology is used in the design of the document schemas is also discussed. Table 2.1 summarizes the document design principles.

2.7.1.1 DOCUMENT ARTIFACTS AND THE USE OF UN/CEFACT CCTS METHODOLOGY

The document artifacts used in EDI are “Interchange”, “Message”, “Segment” and “Element” (Section 2.2). Note that EDI is not based on UN/CEFACT CCTS Methodology. UBL 2.0 uses the CCTS methodology to generate the document artifacts. UBL 2.0 currently considers only the “Business Process” context and identifies the Business Information Entities (BIEs) and bases the type of their artifacts on UN/CEFACT Unqualified Datatypes and Core Component Types. UN/CEFACT develops its own BIEs, Core Components and Datatypes and stores them at the UN Core Component Library (UN/CCL). OAGIS 9.0 uses some of the UN/CEFACT ABIEs in their Components and bases the types of its Fields on UN/CEFACT Unqualified Datatypes (UDT) and Core Component Types (CCTs). GS1 XML uses the UN/CEFACT CCTS methodology to generate its own artifacts by using its Global Data Dictionary.

2.7.1.2 THE USE OF CODE LISTS

Code lists are important to uniquely convey the semantics of elements in electronic documents such as the country codes, currency codes, and the payment units. All of the surveyed
document standards provide default code lists and allow them to be modified and/or extended to support local codes.

As shown in Table 2.1, EDI provides codes for structuring of the message artifacts (e.g. segment codes). Furthermore, UN/EDIFACT recommends ISO Country Code, Currency Code, Numerical Representation of Dates, Times, Periods of Time and UN/LOCODE [32]. EDI also allows implementers to convey their own local or external codes through the use of two data elements, 1131 [86] and 3055 [87].

UN/CEFACT defines five code lists: Country Codes, Subdivision Codes, Currency Codes, BinaryObject Mime Codes and Unit Codes.

UBL 2.0 uses Currency Codes, BinaryObject Mime Codes and Unit Codes from UN/CEFACT and enumerates them in its schemas to validate attribute values. The other code lists used in UBL are not enumerated in the schema expressions. Instead of enumerating the codes in the XSD schemas, UBL uses a common base type called CodeType, which is an extension of “xsd:normalizedString”, for all elements expressing values from code lists. As described in Section 2.4.1.3, UBL allows the users to implement their own local/external codes.

For use of code lists, OAGIS defines two “xsd:simpleType” for each coded Field: (1) an enumeration type, which lists the codes to be used and (2) a “xsd:simpleType” which is a union of that enumeration type and the “xsd:normalizedString” as explained in Section 2.5.1.3. With this mechanism, the implementers can use their own local/external code lists.

In GS1 XML, there are two types of code lists, external and internal. External code lists are defined and maintained by other standard bodies outside GS1 XML. The internal code lists are those developed and maintained within the GS1 System. They are defined as “xsd:enumeration” and imported into the business document schema that use them as described in Section 2.6.2.

2.7.1.3 THE USE OF NAMESPACES

Generally, the namespaces in XML are used for avoiding name conflicts. The document standards make additional use of the namespace mechanism as follows: UBL achieves categorization of documents through namespaces, OAGIS identifies the extensions through namespaces (Section 2.5.1) and GS1 XML gives context to the both original documents and extended
documents through the namespaces as described in Section 2.6.1.

2.7.1.4 NAMING AND DESIGN RULES

The naming and design rules specify how to name and structure the artifacts, how to put relations between the artifacts and how to use data types for the artifacts. UN/CCL uses ISO 11179 naming rules, which identify the artifacts in Object Class, Property Term and Representation Term format as described in Section 2.3. UBL 2.0 uses UBL 2.0 Naming and Design Rules, which are based on the CCTS terms such as ABIE, ASBIE and BBIE. Furthermore, these rules specify how to represent the artifacts such as ABIEs, ASBIEs and BBIEs in XML schemas. For example, for every ABIE, a “xsd:complexType” must be defined and the name of this complexType must be in upper camel case (UCC) format (UCC capitalizes the first character of each word and compounds the name such as “AccountType”). OAGIS 9.0 applies naming and design rules based on Applied Technology Group XML Syntax (ATG2) Naming and Design Rules (NDR) [4]. Note that UN/CEFACT ATG2 NDR are based on UBL 2.0 NDR.

GS1 XML first designs its information model in UML, before creating the corresponding XML schemas. GS1 XML uses its own UML to XSD conversion rules to generate their XML schemas and to name them.

2.7.1.5 ANALYSIS OF DOCUMENT DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The differences with respect to document design principles as analyzed in this section result in considerable differences in document instances from different standards. As an example, in Figure 2.23, the OAGIS 9.0 “AddressBaseType” Component and GS1 XML “NameAndAddressType” document elements are compared. As it is clear from this figure, there are differences in the element names, the element positions and structures as well as in the use of code lists.
Figure 2.23: An Example Comparing Related Parts of OAGIS BOD 9.0 and GS1 XML Documents
2.7.2 CUSTOMIZATION AND EXTENSIBILITY

Any document interoperability standard faces two challenges. First, the standard needs to be extensible to allow definition of information that is not contained in the standard’s artifacts because no standard can contain all of the data needed in every environment. Secondly, to be able to address a particular constraint in a specific context, it should be possible to customize the standard’s artifacts according to a context.

Table 2.2 presents a summary of how the standards addressed in this thesis handle customization and extensibility. Note that conformant customizations are also extensible.

EDI addresses the customization through a subsetting mechanism to cover the requirements of a specific context. The EDI messages are subsetted first through industry Implementation Guides (IG), which are then subsetted into trading partner IGs, and into departmental IGs.

Extensibility in EDI is difficult because the EDI systems are highly static and inflexible: introducing a new type or changing an existing type of business document is a complex process. Such changes require the modification of translation software and must be validated in the related EDI committees.

In UN/CEFACT CCTS, a Core Component is designed to be context-independent and is customized to one of the eight contexts defined by UN/CEFACT to become a Business Information Entity (BIE). The possible business contexts that can be used are defined to be: Business Process Context; Product Classification Context; Industry Classification Context; Geopolitical Context; Business Process Role Context; Supporting Role Context; System Capabilities Context and Official Constraints Context.

UN/CEFACT CCTS supports extensibility as follows: if users cannot find proper components in the Core Component Library to model their documents, they can create and publish new core components. In other words, UN/CEFACT CCTS thrives on extensibility by allowing users to define core components with possible future harmonizations and removal of redundancies.

UBL 2.0 allows customization through (1) UBLExtensions element, (2) subsetting by removing optional information entities that are not needed, and (3) putting constraints to the elements as described in Section 2.4.1.1. On the other hand, the users can extend the UBL 2.0
schemas through the mechanisms described in Section 2.4.1.2.

In OAGIS BODs, there is no formal mechanism to handle user specific constraints. However, the users are free to restrict an already existing BOD as they wish and share it with other partners.

OAGIS provides two mechanisms to extend its specifications as detailed in Section 2.5.1:

- **UserArea Extensions**: UserArea extensions provide an optional element within each OAGIS defined Component that may be used by an implementer to carry any necessary additional information. This area is of type “xsd:any”, which means any valid XML instance can be inserted in this area without modifying the OAGIS standard XML Schemas (XSDs).

- **Overlay Extensions**: Overlay extensions allow users to extend an OAGIS BOD, Noun and Component to meet their own needs, even adding new BODs, Verbs, Nouns and Components where necessary. It is also possible for users to provide additional constraints in their own XSL constraints, which may then be applied to OAGIS document instances. The Overlay extension mechanism is used when the implementers have more complex customization requirements than a few additional elements.

Every document in GS1 XML is used in a business context, and in GS1 XML, there are three context categories: Business Process, Industry Sector and Geopolitical contexts as described in Section 2.6.1.1.

GS1 XML supports extensibility of its document schemas. Starting from release 2.0, there is an element called “extension” at the end of each business document XML schema where additional context-specific information that is not defined by GS1 XML can be inserted. This element is of type “xsd:any”, which allows the users to insert any XML data to the exchanged instance documents without changing their standard XML Schema.

Before starting to exchange GS1 XML instances with other parties, each organization that requires additional elements in their documents publishes their extensions to the “Extended Attributes” section of the Global Data Dictionary (GDD) Web site. When a sender wishes to send a message to a receiver, the sender first checks whether the receiver has an extension by consulting the GDD Web site.
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Figure 2.24: Example XSL Transformations necessary to map between two different Overlay extensions in OAGIS BODs
2.7.2.1 ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMIZATION AND EXTENSIBILITY

Customization and extensibility affect how the documents are processed. There are two cases to be considered:

- In the first case, if the parties use the same document schema with the same extensions and customizations, a two-phase validation at the receiving end is applied: In the first phase, the incoming document instance is validated against the common XSD schema. If the document instance passes the first phase, in the second phase it is checked against the rules, which specify additional domain specific constraints on the values of the elements in the instance. Generally, the rules are specified through XSL [97] or Schema-tron languages [64]. If the instance passes both of the phases successfully, it is delivered to the processing business application.

- In the second case, when two enterprises use different customizations or extensions of the same document schema, the schema changes need to be mapped to each other through manually provided XSL Transformations. For instance, Figure 2.24 shows the XSL Transformations necessary to map between two different example Overlay extensions in OAGIS BODs. A classification of problems and solutions using XSL transformations to convert business documents is given in [93].

Once the transformations are applied, the document instance goes through the two-phase validation as described for the first case.

2.7.3 COVERAGE OF OTHER LAYERS OF INTEROPERABILITY

Document interoperability is only one of the layers in the interoperability stack. The other layers of interoperability include the transport protocol, the message header and the business processes. A detailed survey of Business-to-Business (B2B) interactions in general is given in [40] where a survey of the main techniques, systems, products, and standards for B2B interactions are presented together with a set of criteria for assessing them.

The standards covered in this survey do not enforce any specific transport protocol. However, some of them recommend certain transport protocols: GS1 XML recommends the use of EDIINT AS1 [17] and AS2 [18] transport protocols, which define a minimum set of pa-
rameters and options to enable secure/reliable transport for the exchange of EDI or XML data. EDIINT-AS1 is based upon SMTP and EDIINT-AS2 is based on HTTP. Among them, AS2 is the transport protocol of choice. However, the exchange of GS1 XML documents is not limited to these standards. OAGIS is currently moving in the Web Service technology direction, although any technology can be used to transport BODs.

The document standards first analyze the relevant business processes or scenarios before deciding on the document components. For example, through the analysis of an invoicing business process, it may be revealed that a component is necessary to represent the “tax amount” in the invoice. Hence, “Tax Amount” is defined as a component that can be discovered and reused in any business document. However, no formal business process specification is provided by the standards surveyed in this thesis. Yet, it s worth mentioning that there is work, called Universal Business Process [80], for defining UBL 1.0 processes through ebBP 2.0 [15]; however, currently it is only informative.

All of the standards (except for UBL and UN/CCL) provide message header information to be conveyed to the transport protocol header. The EDIFACT message headers are the Interchange Control Header Segment, UNB [30] and the X12 Interchange Control Header, ISA [29]. The Application Area in an OAGIS BOD is used to convey configuration information from application software to transport software. GS1 XML StandardBusinessDocument-Header (SBDH) carries transport related information from application software to transport software just as in the case of OAGIS Application Area.

2.7.3.1 ANALYSIS OF LAYERS OF INTEROPERABILITY ADDRESSED

The surveyed standards do not specify a transport protocol but provide configuration information for the transport protocol message header.

Refraiming from specifying other levels of interoperability has the advantage that it allows a wide variety of implementation techniques to be used and hence provides ease in implementation. However, the differences in the implementation techniques may cause interoperability problems.
2.7.4 INDUSTRY RELEVANCE

EDI, being an early horizontal standard, is being used in several industry domains. For example, financial and monetary systems like Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication [74] and Electronic Funds Transfer [19] use EDI. Furthermore, all airplane booking and ticketing operations are done over EDIFACT through the International Air Transport Association system [28].

Contrary to popular belief, electronic business interoperability is still achieved heavily through EDI based messages, and EDI use is growing 3 to 5 percent every year [92]. It seems large organizations will continue to use EDI for the foreseeable future mostly due to the existing infrastructure investments.

UN/CEFACT CCTS is gaining widespread adoption by standards organizations. As already mentioned, a number of standardization efforts have taken up CCTS Methodology, including UBL, GS1 XML, OAGIS, CIDX and PIDX in addition to UN/CEFACT’s own Core Component Library (CCL).

The merits of CCTS for improving interoperability have also been noticed by industry and governments. For example, the German Government has made a formal announcement identifying CCTS as the future data standard for domestic affairs [11].

One of the first companies to support UN/CEFACT CCTS methodology and core components in their products is SAP [63]. SAP Global Data Types (GDTs) form the basis of Business Objects and Enterprise Services. All leaf elements of these SAP GDTs are based on Core Component Types and Data Types [70, 71].

UBL is being adopted by several communities around the world, especially in electronic government applications. The U.S. Department of the Navy (DON) designed their XML Naming and Design Rules around UBL 2.0 NDR.

The first government to use UBL Invoice is Denmark. The use of UBL Invoice is realized through the “Offentlig Information Online UBL (OIOUBL)” Project and has been mandated by law for all public-sector businesses [51] in Denmark. Also in Sweden, the National Financial Management Authority recommended UBL Invoice customized to Sweden, namely, Svefaktura for all government use [72].
Following the success of Danish and Swedish examples, representatives from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, UK, Finland and Iceland have created a Northern European Subset (NES) [43] for UBL to ensure interoperability among these countries.

In the USA, the Department of Transportation has developed a UBL based pilot project for a demonstration of state-of-the-art electronic commerce in a real-world setting [91].

OAGIS BODs are being used in more than 40 countries and in more than 38 industries [49]. The fact that OAGIS allows BODs to be extended by a vertical industry helps with its extensive use. The vertical standards based on OAGIS BODs include AiAG [2], Odette [50], STAR [68], and Aftermarket [1] in the automotive industry. Other standards bodies focused on human resources, chemical, and aerospace industries also use OAGIS BODs.

There are products based on OAGIS BODs such as Oracle E-Business Suite [52], where OAGIS BODs are implemented as Web Services. As another example, IBM WebSphere Commerce service interfaces are defined using the OAGIS message structure [62].

GS1 XML is being used in more than twenty countries and in more than twenty industries all over the world. GS1 is a business solution partner of many companies, including Oracle, Siemens and Philips. The GS1 standards are also leveraged in SAP business solutions packages [63].

2.8 DESCRIPTION LOGICS

Description logics (DLs) [5] are a family of knowledge representation languages that can be used to represent the knowledge of an application domain in a structured way. The name "description logics" come from, on the one hand, the important notions of the application domain are described through concept "descriptions", which are expressions that are built from atomic concepts and atomic roles; on the other hand, DLs differ from their predecessors, such as semantic networks and frames, in that DLs are based on a formal and logic-based semantics.

There are two types of concept descriptions: terminological and assertional. The terminological descriptions, called the TBox, describe the relevant notions of an application domain by stating properties of concepts (classes) and roles (properties), and relationships between
them - it corresponds to the schema in a database setting. On the other hand, the assertional
descriptions, called the ABox, is used to describe a concrete situation by stating properties of
individuals - it corresponds to the data in a database setting.

Description logic systems use these descriptions to automatically organize class descriptions
in a taxonomic hierarchy and automatically classify instances into classes whose definitions
are satisfied by the features of the instance. Specifically, description logic reasoners provide
two key capabilities: 1) class subsumption, where a class C1 subsumes another class C2 if its
definition includes a superset of the instances included in C2; 2) instance recognition, where
an instance belongs to a class if the instance’s features (roles and role values) satisfy the
definition of the class. Description logic systems also have mechanisms to detect inconsistent
definitions.

Considering their expressivity, there are a number of DL varieties. The basic DL is $ALC$, which stands for “Attributive concept Language with Complements”. $ALC$ includes the fol-
lowing constructors: conjunction, disjunction, negation, existential restriction and value re-
striction. More expressive DLs are obtained by including additional constructors to $ALC$.
Considering the naming scheme, the addition of the new constructor results in the appending
of a corresponding letter to $ALC$ word. For example, if number restrictions, which is identi-
fied with $N$ letter, is added, the name becomes $ALCN$. However, for expressive DLs, starting
with the basic DL $ALC$ would lead to quite long names. For this reason, the letter $S$ is often
used as an abbreviation for the basic DL consisting of $ALC$ extended with transitive roles.
The letter $H$ represents subroles (role Hierarchies), $O$ represents nominals (nOminals), $I$ rep-
resents inverse roles (Inverse), $N$ represent number restrictions (Number), and $Q$ represent
qualified number restrictions (Qualified). For example, $SHIQ$ DL has the ability to express
role hierarchies, inverse roles and qualified number restrictions in addition to the constructors
that $ALC$ supports.

One prominent application of DLs is as the formal foundation for ontology languages. Ex-
amples of DL based ontology languages include OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL [54], ontology
language standard developed by the W3C Web Ontology Working Group.

High quality ontologies are crucial for many applications, and their construction, integration,
and evolution greatly depends on the availability of a well-defined semantics and powerful
reasoning tools. Since DLs provide for both, they are ideal candidates for ontology languages.
In this thesis, the UN/CEFACT based document standards’ schemas are converted to OWL DL ontologies automatically. This helps to run the operations (new subsumption hierarchy computation, consistency checking and instance classification) that Description Logics provide on these ontologies through reasoners. The DL operation that is used mostly in this thesis is new subsumption hierarchy computation. With this operation, the DL reasoner discovers the implicit relations among the classes, which corresponds to Business Information Entities of different standards. And these relations helps to provide interoperability of the standards.

It should be noted that, all the knowledge that the DLs can provide could easily be represented by formulae of first-order predicate logic. However, the main reason for using DLs rather than predicate logic is that DLs are carefully tailored such that they combine interesting means of expressiveness with decidability of the important reasoning problems.

2.9 DESCRIPTION LOGICS REASONERS

Currently, there are the following Description Logics reasoners in the literature: Racer Pro [56], KAON2 [37], Fact++ [21] and Pellet [55]. A survey [39] investigates the resoner considering their OWL support, correctness, efficiency, interface capabilities and inference services. The survey concludes that no system, except RacerPro and KAON2, is able to correctly solve at least those tests which lay within the language fragment that the tools claim to support in full. And to some extend KAON2 is not application ready since it fails very often with “out of memory errors” or require significant processing time for language constructs, which are typically in real-world models such as cardinality restrictions. Pellet and FaCT++ do have some serious bugs which result in incorrect answers. In addition to the survey, in the scope of the thesis, the above mentioned reasoners are investigated in terms of their efficiency. Only Racer Pro could answer to the harmonized ontology without “out of memory error”. Therefore, in this thesis Racer Pro is used as the Description Logics Reasoner.

2.10 ONTOLOGY AND WEB ONTOLOGY LANGUAGE - OWL

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [54] is a semantic markup language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web. OWL builds upon the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [59]. The complementary RDF Vocabulary Description Language, RDF Schema
OWL provides three decreasingly expressive sublanguages:

- **OWL Full** is meant for users who want maximum expressiveness and the syntactic freedom of RDF with no computational guarantees. It is unlikely that any reasoning software will be able to support complete reasoning for OWL Full.

- **OWL DL** supports those users who want the maximum expressiveness while retaining computational completeness (all conclusions are guaranteed to be computable) and decidability (all computations will finish in finite time). OWL DL is so named due to its correspondence with description logics, which form the formal foundation of OWL. The DL corresponding to the OWL DL ontology language is $SHOIN$.

- **OWL Lite** supports those users primarily needing a classification hierarchy and simple constraints. OWL Lite is equivalent to $SHIN(D)$.

Within the scope of this thesis, only OWL DL constructs are considered and in the rest of the document, “OWL” is used to mean “OWL DL” unless otherwise stated. OWL describes the structure of a domain in terms of classes and properties. The list of OWL language constructs is as follows:

- **OWL Lite Constructs**:
  - RDF Schema Features: Class (Thing, Nothing), rdfs:subClassOf, rdf:Property, rdfs:subPropertyOf, rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, Individual
  - (In)Equality: equivalentClass, equivalentProperty, sameAs, differentFrom, AllDifferent, distinctMember
  - Property Characteristics: ObjectProperty, DatatypeProperty, inverseOf, TransitiveProperty, SymmetricProperty, FunctionalProperty, InverseFunctionalProperty
  - Property Restrictions: Restriction, onProperty, allValuesFrom, someValuesFrom
  - Restricted Cardinality: minCardinality (only 0 or 1), maxCardinality (only 0 or 1), cardinality (only 0 or 1)
  - Class Intersection: intersectionOf
- Versioning: versionInfo, priorVersion, backwardCompatibleWith, compatibleWith, DeprecatedClass, DeprecatedProperty,
- Annotation Properties: rdfs:label, rdfs:comment, rdfs:seeAlso, rdfs:isDefinedBy, AnnotationProperty, OntologyProperty
- Datatypes: xsd datatype

• OWL DL Constructs:
  - Class Axioms: oneOf, dataRange, disjointWith, equivalentClass (applied to class expressions), rdfs:subClassOf (applied to class expressions)
  - Boolean Combinations of Class Expressions: unionOf, complementOf, intersectionOf
  - Arbitrary Cardinality: minCardinality, maxCardinality, cardinality
  - Filler Information: hasValue

Furthermore, in Figures 2.25 and 2.26, how OWL constructors and axioms are described using DL syntax are shown.

2.11 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO SPARQL

SPARQL [66] is a query language for RDF graphs. It is similar to Structured Query Language (SQL) and queries are written against the triples of RDF graph. The SPARQL uses the RDF
view of an OWL ontology. Therefore, it does not benefit from the semantic described in an OWL ontology very effectively. A recent work, called SPARQL-DL [67], is initiated to enhance the expressive power of SPARQL for OWL-DL ontologies. In SPARQL-DL the queries are formalized against the class hierarchy of an OWL-DL ontology. The initiative is very new and as it becomes mature, the SPARQL queries might be migrated to SPARQL-DL. In this thesis, query templates in SPARQL are formulated to facilitate the discovery and reuse of document components in the Harmonized Ontology.

### 2.12 CONCLUSIONS

Today, an enterprise’s competitiveness is to a large extent determined by its ability to seamlessly interoperate with others, and electronic document standards play an important role in this.

Although all the document standards surveyed in this thesis (with the exception of EDI) are based on UN/CEFACT CCTS Methodology, their analysis reveals that there are considerable differences in the resulting document schemas. This is mostly because the standards like OAGIS BODs and GS1 XML existed long before UN/CEFACT CCTS Methodology was proposed, and therefore these standards adapted their existing document schemas rather than starting from fresh. However, all of these standards are still developing, and their future versions may become more harmonized.
In fact, by observing that the divergent and competing approaches to electronic document standardization threatens intersectoral coherence in the field of electronic business, four major standard bodies, namely, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) signed a “Memorandum of Understanding” to specify a framework of cooperation [42]. In the year 2000, they established a Memorandum of Understanding Meeting Group for eBusiness standards harmonization. Up to now, OAGIS 9.1, UBL 2.0 and UN/CCL have achieved a negligible level of harmonization. However, the harmonization needs to be extended to the upper level artifacts such as the BBIEs and the ABIEs. However having many document standards weakens interoperability.

Given the large number of electronic business document standards, conformance to one of these standards or implementing a combination of them will not solve the interoperability problem; there will always be some companies using a different, incompatible document standards.

Therefore, although the electronic document standards developed so far proved to be very useful for industry and government applications, further efforts are needed for their harmonization and semantic interoperability, and this is the focus of this thesis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Artifacts</th>
<th>Use of CCTS Methodology</th>
<th>Use of Codelists</th>
<th>Use of Namespaces</th>
<th>Naming and Design Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDI</td>
<td>Interchange, Message, Segment, Element</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>UN/EDIFACT recommends a number of code lists. Local and external codes are also allowed</td>
<td>Not used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN/ CCL</td>
<td>Uses CCTS based document artifacts such as Core Component Types and BIEs</td>
<td>Fully based on CCTS Methodology</td>
<td>Defines five code lists: <em>Country Codes</em>, <em>Subdivision Codes</em>, <em>Currency Codes</em>, <em>BinaryObject Mime Codes</em> and <em>Unit Codes</em></td>
<td>It is syntax-independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBL 2.0</td>
<td>Uses CCTS Artifacts</td>
<td>Fully based on CCTS Methodology</td>
<td>Through a common base type called <em>Code-Type “xsd:normalized-String”</em></td>
<td>Mostly for document categorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAGIS 9.0</td>
<td>BODs, Application Areas, Nouns, Verbs, Components, Compounds, Fields</td>
<td>Fields are UDT and CCT based. Some Components are UN/CEFACT ABIE based</td>
<td>Defines two “xsd:simple-Type” for each coded <em>Field</em></td>
<td>To identify the <em>Overlay extension elements</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS1 XML</td>
<td>SBDH, Transactions, Commands, Documents</td>
<td>Use the CCTS methodology to generate its own document artifacts</td>
<td>External Code Lists; Internal Code Lists defined through “xsd:enumeration”</td>
<td>The namespaces indicate the document context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2: Customization and Extensibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Customization</strong></th>
<th><strong>Extensibility</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDI</strong></td>
<td>Subsetting EDI documents through context specific Implementation Guidelines.</td>
<td>Introduction of new types of business documents which has to be validated through related EDI Committees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN/CCL</strong></td>
<td>Core Components are customized according to eight contexts to create BIEs.</td>
<td>New components can be published to the Core Component Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UBL 2.0</strong></td>
<td>Conformant customization through “UBLExtensions” element, or subsetting or placing constraints on the value space.</td>
<td>Compatible customization by reusing the largest suitable aggregation from the UBL Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OAGIS 9.0</strong></td>
<td>No formal methodology for defining user specific customizations</td>
<td>Through <em>User Area</em> and <em>Overlay</em> extensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GS1 XML</strong></td>
<td>Through the following three contexts: Business Process, Industry sector, Geopolitical</td>
<td>Through the “extension” element at the end of each document schema.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

ONTOLOGY BASED SEMANTIC INTEROPERABILITY OF ELECTRONIC BUSINESS DOCUMENT STANDARDS

Businesses need to exchange data with their trading partners to execute transactions. The partners conforming to the same electronic document standard can interoperate. However, there are very many electronic document standards and therefore there is an interoperability problem among the partners, who conform to different standards. As mentioned previously, UN/CEFACT Core Component Technical Specification (CCTS) is an important landmark in providing a framework to achieve electronic business document interoperability by defining the semantic properties of document artifacts.

As already mentioned, a number of standardization efforts have taken up CCTS Methodology, including UBL, GS1 XML, and OAGIS, in addition to UN/CEFACT’s own Core Component Library (CCL). These standards are widely used in e-Government and e-Business applications all over the world.

Although all of these standards are CCTS based, they are not interoperable. The analysis provided in Chapter 2 reveals that there are considerable differences in their document design principles, the use of code lists and the XML namespaces, how they use the CCTS methodology and how they handle extensibility and customization. Furthermore, the current accepted practice of storing the document artifacts in spreadsheets does not facilitate to develop automated semantic interoperability support tools.

Towards solving the interoperability problem, the approach in this thesis is basically as follows.
1. As already described, the CCTS defines meaning of document components at various dimensions starting with the data types used in document artifacts extending to the way the document artifacts are composed. To be able to relate the similar document artifacts of different document content models through the semantic properties they share with the CCTS, the CCTS semantics is first explicated using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and define an upper CCTS ontology as shown in Figure 3.1. This upper ontology gives the CCTS artifacts as ontology classes together with their properties and the relationships among them. Then the upper ontologies for the other CCTS based standards such as UBL, OAGIS 9.1 and GS1 XML, are defined again as upper ontologies and relate their corresponding classes to the CCTS upper ontology as shown in Figure 3.2.

2. At the lower level, the semantics of document schemas from the prominent CCTS based standards are explicated. A document schema ontology is developed for each standard to describe the actual document artifacts as the subclasses of its own upper ontology classes (Figure 3.3). The similarities among document schema ontology classes of different document standards are established through both the semantic properties they share and the semantic equivalences established in the upper ontologies. The full OWL ontology of the semantics described in this section is available at [90].

3. After that some semantics related with the different usages of document data types
in different document schemas are explicited to obtain some desired interpretations by means of informal semantics. The intention is to give the reasoner the same information that the humans use in transforming document schemas into one another.

4. Then through a Description Logics (DL) reasoner, a Harmonized Ontology is computed. The Harmonized Ontology gives the specified as well as the computed equality and subsumption relations among the classes of both the upper ontologies and the document schema ontologies. The Harmonized Ontology is useful for three purposes:

- It helps to discover equivalence of structurally similar document artifacts between two document schemas.
- For translating such document artifacts through automatically generated XSLT rules.
- Query templates (SPARQL and Reasoner based queries) are formulated to facilitate the discovery and reuse of document components using the Harmonized Ontology.

5. Finally, further heuristic rules are provided to identify the similarities between semantically similar but structurally different document components. The semantic properties of the CCTS based document artifacts help discovering the equivalences of structurally similar and semantically equivalent elements. However different document standards use core components in different structures. Semantic properties of document artifacts are not enough to find the similarity of the structurally different but semantically equivalent document artifacts; possible differences in structures must be provided as heuristics to enhance the practical uses of the specified semantics. Note that for defining heuristics to handle structurally different document artifacts, the Description Logic is not sufficient but more general purpose Predicate Logic Rules are needed.

This chapter is focused on the definition of the upper and document schema ontologies, and is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes how the semantics of CCTS based document content models are explicited (i.e. how to generate the upper ontologies). In Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the methodology to explicate the semantics of each document schema through document schema ontologies conforming to its own upper ontology is explicated. Section 3.5 presents harmonizing the ontologies of the document standards. In the next chapters (Chapter
Figure 3.2: An Overview of the Upper Ontologies and their Relationships

4 and 5), the heuristics to discover semantically similar but structurally different document artifacts and the XSLT support are presented.

3.1 EXPLICATING THE SEMANTICS OF CCTS BASED DOCUMENT CONTENT MODELS

The semantics specified by the CCTS approach and given in spreadsheets are explicated basically as follows:

- *The semantics implied by the properties of the document components*: The semantics of Core Components implied by their properties as defined by the CCTS are explicated as follows:
  - Each aggregate document component (ACCs and ABIEs) has a *hasObjectClassTerm* (abbreviated as *hasOCT*) object property, whose range is the *Object Class Term* class, as shown in Figure 3.1. As already mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the aggregate components, created from the same core component by restricting them to
different contexts, share the same Object Class Term. Hence, this property contributes to determine similar document artifacts in different standards. As an example, UN/CCL has an aggregate document component called “Structured Address” and UBL has “Address”. Both of these document components have the same Object Class Term. Hence, this semantic property helps to find the similarity of these two document components. Note however that the Object Class Term cannot be the only semantics that determine the similarity of the document components and different standards may use different Object Class Terms for the same document component. For example, the Object Class Terms of two similar aggregate components are “Monetary Total” in UBL and “Monetary Summation” in UN/CCL. Therefore the hasOCT property is used together with other document properties, either explicitly defined or inferred, to determine document component similarity.
Each basic document component (BCCs and BBIEs) also has a `hasObjectClassTerm` object property, whose range is the `Object Class Term` class and has a `hasRepresentationTerm` (abbreviated as `hasRT`) object property, whose range is the `Representation Term` class, as shown in Figure 3.1. As an example, UN/CCL has a basic document component “Identification”, whose `Representation Term` is “Identifier”. Likewise, UBL has a basic document component called “Identifier” whose `Representation Term` is also “Identifier”. Hence, this semantic property contributes to find the similarity of these two document components. Again, different standards may use different `Representation Terms` and the similarity of this term alone cannot determine the similarity of document artifacts. Therefore the `hasRT` property is used together with other document properties.

Each association document component (ASCCs and ASBIEs) has a `hasOCT` object property, whose range is the `Object Class Term` class and a `hasRT` object property, whose range is the `Object Class Term` class of the aggregate document component it refers to, as shown in Figure 3.1. As an example, UN/CCL’s aggregate document component “Seller_Party” has an association document component called “Postal”, whose `Representation Term` is “Address”. On the other hand, UBL’s “Party” aggregate component has an association document component called “PostalAddress”, whose `Representation Term` is also “Address”, helping to identify their similarity.

The `Property Terms` of document components used in different standards show a wide diversity. For example, UBL uses “Postal_Zone” whereas UN/CCL uses “Postcode” for the same element (Figure 3.7). Hence, using the property terms as semantics does not help the reasoner with its purpose of discovering the similar elements. Therefore, the property terms are not used in the reasoning process. However, when matching document components through their semantic properties, a number of false positives may appear. In my approach, the `Property Terms` are used to reduce the number of false-positives while post-processing the result set. In the post-processing, each component in the inferred result set is assigned a similarity value, which is computed by comparing their `Property Terms` lexically. For the computation of the similarity value, the algorithm in [69] is used. For example, the lexical similarity value between “Postal_Zone” and “Postcode” turns out to be 0.7. The document components in the inferred result set are presented to
• The semantics implied by the Business Information Entities: Business Information Entities (BIEs) are derived from Core Components to be used in a certain context and this semantics is expressed through two OWL object properties: the basedOn object property indicates that the Core Component from which the BIE is derived and the usedInContext object property indicates the context of the BIE, as shown in Figure 3.1. The BIEs also inherit some of the properties of their corresponding Core Components, but it should be noted that there is no subclass relationship among them, since a BIE, being a restriction of a Core Component to a context, may not inherit all the properties of that Core Component. The Basic Core Components (BCCs), the Association Core Components (ASCCs) and the Aggregate Core Components (ACCs) are specialization of the Core Components and therefore they are defined as subclasses of the Core Components (CCs). Likewise, The Basic Business Information Entities (BBIEs), the Association Business Information Entities (ASBIEs) and the Aggregate Business Information Entities (ABIEs) are specialization of the Business Information Entities and therefore they are defined as subclasses of the Business Information Entities (BIEs).

• Data type semantics: CCTS provides a fixed set of reusable Core Component Types (CCT) and Data Types (DT) (which are also termed as Core Data Types (CDTs)) such as Amount, Identifier, or Measure for consistent business value representation. The Core Data Type semantics is explicated through the CoreComponentType class. For each of the 14 CDTs, a corresponding OWL class is created and inserted as the subclass of CoreComponentType class.

• The semantics exposed by the contexts, in which document artifacts are used: CCTS has established predefined context categories, like geopolitical region, industry or business process that identify the usage meaning of a document artifact. To explicate this semantics, first an OWL class is created for context concept, called Context and the context categories defined by UN/CEFACT are defined as subclasses of the Context class.

• The semantics exposed by the use of the code lists: The code lists are used to convey the meaning of the values in the elements of the document artifacts. An OWL class for the code list concept is created and for its classification the identified context categories are used.
• The semantics implied by the structure of the Document Components: As already mentioned, the aggregate document components are composed of either basic document components or association document components. This semantics is described through the contains OWL object property of an aggregate document component which denotes the basic document components and the association document components it contains. Each association document component has an OWL object property called refersTo whose range is the aggregate document component it refers.

In the following subsections, more details on the definition of these mentioned semantics is described.

3.1.1 SPECIFICATION OF THE SEMANTICS EXPOSED BY THE CCTS FRAMEWORK THROUGH OWL

This section specifies how the existing semantics in the CCTS Framework document artifacts can be explicated by using OWL constructs so that this semantics can later be used in an automated manner to discover useful implicit relationships among the document artifacts of other CCTS based standards.

3.1.1.1 EXPLAINING SEMANTICS THROUGH CORE DATA TYPES (CDT)

First let's provide some insight on why there is a need to explicate the data type semantics: UN/CEFACT CCTS defines 14 CCTs (which are also termed as Core Data Types (CDT)). When two document artifacts use the same CCT, this can be considered as a hint towards these artifacts meaning the same thing if their other semantic properties also match.

The Core Component Type semantics is explicated through the CoreComponentType class. UN/CEFACT CCTS defines 14 CCTs and for each of them, a corresponding class is created and inserted as the subclass of CoreComponentType as follows:

<owl:Class rdf:ID="CoreComponentType"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Amount.Type">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CoreComponentType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="BinaryObject.Type"/>
3.1.1.2 EXPLAINING SEMANTICS THROUGH CONTEXT

The context in which a document artifact is used gives it a certain semantics. Therefore if two document artifacts have related contexts and if their other semantic properties are related, this gives a hint on their possible equivalence. There is an OWL class for context concept, called Context as follows:

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Context" />

The context categories defined by UN/CEFACT are defined as subclasses of Context class as follows:
For each Context subclass, such as “IndustryContext”, an ontology can be defined based on the taxonomies or classifications already used by the industry such as Universal Standard Product and Service Specification (UNSPSC) [89] or Standard International Trade Classification (SITC) [65].

### 3.1.1.3 EXPLICATING SEMANTICS THROUGH CODE LISTS

The code lists are important to identify the meaning of a BCC or BBIE. As an example, assume that two document standards name a BBIE differently. However if BBIEs use the same code list or use code lists for the same purpose, there is a possibility that they are similar. It should be noted that code lists used for a BCC or BBIE can vary according to context. Therefore, the classification of code lists is also important. For the classification
categories, the identified context categories can be used. There is an OWL class for CodeList concept, called CodeList:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="CodeList"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="BusinessProcessCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="GeopoliticalCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="IndustryCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ProductCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="RoleCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="OfficialCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SupportingRoleCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SystemConstraintsCodeList">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
```

Once the CodeList subclasses are defined, the specific code lists in use are defined as a subclass of the related context. Some examples are provided as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="iso-ch.3166.1999">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#GeopoliticalCodeList"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="ntis-gov.naics.1997">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#IndustryCodeList"/>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="unspsc-org.unspsc.3-1">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ProductCodeList"/>
</owl:Class>
```
3.1.1.4 EXPLAINING SEMANTICS OF CORE COMPONENTS

There are a number of terms giving meaning to the CCs. When such semantics is explicated in an ontology, it may help to find similarities in document artifacts from different document schemas. For example, if two document artifacts have the same Object Class Term, this may give a hint on their similarity.

A CCTS Core component is expressed as an OWL class as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="CoreComponent"/>
```

The following OWL classes are defined to represent these terms as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ObjectClassTerm"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="RepresentationTerm"/>
```

A CCTS Basic Core Component (BCC) is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties hasDataType, hasObjectClassTerm, hasRepresentationTerm, and possible-CodeLists:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="BasicCoreComponent" >
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#CoreComponent"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasDataType"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#DataType"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#ObjectClassTerm"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#RepresentationTerm"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
ACCs may contain BCCs and ASCCs, and ACCs only have Object Class Terms. A CCTS Aggregate Core Component is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties 

contains and hasObjectClassTerm as follows:

A CCTS Association Core Component is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties refersTo, hasObjectClassTerm, and hasAssociatedObjectClassTerm:
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AssociationCoreComponent"/>
<owl:equivalentClass>
<owl:Class>
<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
<owl:Class rdf:about="#CoreComponent"/>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#refersTo"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateCoreComponent"/>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ObjectClassTerm"/>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasAssociatedObjectClassTerm"/>
<owl:allValuesFrom>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#ObjectClassTerm"/>
</owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>
</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
</owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>

Note that, as mentioned previously the *Property Terms* is not used in the ontology definition since the usage of property terms show a great degree of variances and hence do not contribute to discovering similarities among document artifacts. However, the *Property Term* is used to decrease the number of false-positives.

### 3.1.1.5 Explicating Semantics of Business Information Entities (BIE)

The semantics of a BIE is given by the core component from which it is derived and the context it is constrained to. A BIE is expressed as an OWL class as follows:

<owl:Class rdf:ID="BusinessInformationEntity"/>

The *BasicBusinessInformationEntity* class is based on *BasicCoreComponentClass* and this is expressed as follows:
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A BIE is a CC used in a context and there is an `owl:ObjectProperty` called `usedInContext`. This object property has `BusinessInformationEntity` class as its domain and `Context` class as its range as follows:

```
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="usedInContext">
  <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#BusinessInformationEntity"/>
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Context"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
```

Just like a `BasicCoreComponent` it is derived from, a BIE has Object Properties for its data type, naming terms and possible code lists but there is no subclass relationship among them since a BIE, being a restriction of a Core Component to a context, may not inherit all the properties of that Core Component.

A CCTS `BasicBusinessInformationEntity (BIE)` is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties `hasDataType`, `hasObjectClassTerm`, `hasRepresentationTerm`, and `possibleCodeLists` as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="BasicBusinessInformationEntity" >
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#BusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#basedOn"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#BasicCoreComponent"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasDataType"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#DataType"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#ObjectClassTerm"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#RepresentationTerm"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#possibleCodeLists"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#CodeList"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
An AssociationBusinessInformationEntity (ASBIE) is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties refersTo, hasObjectClassTerm, hasAssociatedObjectClassTerm:
An **AggregateBusinessInformationEntity (ABIE)** is defined as an OWL class to have the following object properties *contains*, *basedOn*, and *hasObjectClassTerm* as follows:
3.1.1.6 EXPLAINING THE SEMANTICS OF CCL ARTIFACTS

To be able to determine the semantically similar document artifacts at the schema level, the semantics of each document schema is explicated conforming to its own upper ontology. The relationships among the document schema ontology classes are established through reasoning process by using the explicit relationships defined among the upper ontology classes.

The semantics of UN/CEFACT Core Component Library (CCL) artifacts are explicated conforming to the CCTS Upper Ontology defined. The generation of ontologies from the artifacts defined in CCL conforming to the CCTS upper ontology as follows: To create the ontology classes corresponding to the CCL artifacts which are given in MS Excel spreadsheets, the CCL spreadsheets are first converted to a custom XML format by using XML Map mechanism of MS Excel. Then, through a piece of software developed, the necessary OWL classes conforming to the specified CCTS upper ontology are created from this XML file.

An example on how “Structured_Address.Details” artifact of CCL is represented in the Harmonized Ontology conforming to the CCTS Upper Ontology is as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Structured_Address.Details">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:ID="Structured_Address.Identification.Identifier"/>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Structured_Address.Postcode.Code"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
The following listing provides an example on how "Structured_Address.Identification.Identifier" artifact of CCL is represented in the Harmonized Ontology conforming to the CCTS Upper Ontology:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Structured_Address.Identification.Identifier">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#BasicBusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:intersectionOf>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:equivalentClass>
              <owl:Class>
                <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#Identifier"/>
                </owl:intersectionOf>
              </owl:Class>
            </owl:equivalentClass>
          </owl:Class>
        </owl:intersectionOf>
      </owl:Class>
    </owl:equivalentClass>
  </owl:Class>
</owl:Class>
```
<owl:Restriction>
  <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasDataType"/>
  <owl:allValuesFrom>
    <owl:Class rdf:about="#Identifier.Type"/>
  </owl:allValuesFrom>
</owl:Restriction>

</owl:intersectionOf>
</owl:Class>
</owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
3.2 EXPLICATING THE SEMANTICS OF CCTS BASED DOCUMENT SCHEMAS
- GS1 UPPER ONTOLOGY

Figure 3.4: The Upper Ontology for the Semantics Exposed by the GS1 XML Document Standard

Figure 3.4 shows the upper ontology for the GS1 XML document standard and as shown in this figure GS1 classes are related with the corresponding CCTS classes by using the `owl:equivalentClass` property.

A GS1 BBIE is defined as an OWL class named `GS1.XML.BBIE` and it is declared equivalent to the BBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="GS1.XML.BBIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#BasicBusinessInformationEntity"/>
</owl:Class>
```

A GS1 ABIE is defined as an OWL class named `GS1.XML.ABIE` and it is declared equivalent to the ABIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="GS1.XML.ABIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class>
                            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.BBIE"/>
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.ASBIE"/>
                            </owl:intersectionOf>
                        </owl:Class>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:intersectionOf>
        </owl:Class>
    </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```

A GS1 ABIE is defined as an OWL class named `GS1.XML.ABIE` and it is declared equivalent to the ABIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The `contains` Object Property of the `GS1.XML.ABIE` class is restricted to `GS1.XML.BBIE` and `GS1.XML.ASBIE` as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="GS1.XML.ABIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class>
                            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.BBIE"/>
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.ASBIE"/>
                            </owl:intersectionOf>
                        </owl:Class>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:intersectionOf>
        </owl:Class>
    </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
A GS1 ASBIE is defined as an OWL class named \( \textit{GS1.XML.ASBIE} \) and it is declared equivalent to the ASBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The \textit{refersTo} Object Property of the \( \textit{GS1.XML.ASBIE} \) class is restricted to \( \textit{GS1.XML.ABIE} \) as follows:

\[
\text{<owl:Class rdf:ID="GS1.XML.ASBIE"/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:equivalentClass/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Class/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Class rdf:about="#AssociationBusinessInformationEntity"/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Restriction/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#refersTo"/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:allValuesFrom/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.ABIE"/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:allValuesFrom/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Restriction/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:intersectionOf/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Class/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:equivalentClass/>}
\]
\[
\text{<owl:Class/>}
\]

### 3.2.1 EXPLAINING THE SEMANTICS OF GS1 DOCUMENT SCHEMAS

GS1 XML defines the \textit{Business Information Entities} either in “pdf” Business Message Specifications or through the Global Data Dictionary (GDD). The GDD is a Web accessible registry, where a component is queried by its name. When the “%” character is entered to the search box, all of the BIEs are returned to the user. Through the browser, only the entity names and the component that contains the entity is displayed, however in the HTML source, the type of the entity (e.g. ABIE, ASBIE or BBIE), the id of the entity and the id of the ABIE it belongs to are also available. In order to create the OWL ontology corresponding to the GS1 XML artifacts, the HTML code is processed and the created classes are inserted to the ontology as the subclasses. As an example, the HTML code shown in the following fragment is for “companyNumber” concept.
As shown in this listing, the “companyNumber” has as its id “6383” and it is a BBIE. Furthermore, it exists in components numbered from 723 to 728.

In order to create GS1 XML OWL ontology, the HTML code is processed and the created classes are inserted to the ontology as the subclasses of GS1 Business Information Entity.

The following listing provides an example on how “NameAndAddress.Details” artifact of GS1 is represented conforming to the GS1 Upper Ontology.

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="NameAndAddress.Details">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.ABIE"/>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class/>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:intersectionOf>
        </owl:Class>
    </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
The following provides an example on how "Address" artifact of GS1 is represented conforming to the GS1 Upper Ontology.

<owl:Class rdf:about="#Address">  
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#ObjectClassTerm"/>  
</owl:Class>  
<owl:Class rdf:ID="city">  
  <owl:equivalentClass>  
    <owl:Class>  
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#GS1.XML.BBIE"/>  
        <owl:Restriction>  
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>  
          <owl:allValuesFrom>  
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>  
          </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        </owl:Restriction>  
      </owl:Class>  
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">  
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#pOBoxNumber"/>  
        <owl:Restriction>  
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>  
          <owl:allValuesFrom>  
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>  
          </owl:allValuesFrom>  
        </owl:Restriction>  
      </owl:Class>  
    </owl:intersectionOf>  
  </owl:equivalentClass>  
</owl:Class>
3.3 EXPLICATING THE SEMANTICS OF CCTS BASED DOCUMENT SCHEMAS
- UBL UPPER ONTOLOGY

Figure 3.5 shows the upper ontology for the UBL document standard and in this figure UBL classes are related with the corresponding CCTS classes by using the \textit{owl:equivalentClass} property.

A UBL BBIE is defined as an OWL class named \textit{UBL.BBIE} and it is declared equivalent to the BBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="UBL.BBIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#BasicBusinessInformationEntity"/>
</owl:Class>
```

A UBL ABIE is defined as an OWL class named \textit{UBL.ABIE} and it is declared equivalent to the ABIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The \textit{contains} Object Property of the \textit{UBL.ABIE} class is restricted to \textit{UBL.BBIE} and \textit{UBL.ASBIE} as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="UBL.ABIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class>
                            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.BBIE"/>
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.ASBIE"/>
                            </owl:intersectionOf>
                        </owl:Class>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:Class>
        </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
</owl:Class>
```

A UBL ABIE is defined as an OWL class named \textit{UBL.ABIE} and it is declared equivalent to the ABIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The \textit{contains} Object Property of the \textit{UBL.ABIE} class is restricted to \textit{UBL.BBIE} and \textit{UBL.ASBIE} as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="UBL.ABIE">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
                    <owl:allValuesFrom>
                        <owl:Class>
                            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.BBIE"/>
                                <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.ASBIE"/>
                            </owl:intersectionOf>
                        </owl:Class>
                    </owl:allValuesFrom>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:Class>
        </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
</owl:Class>
```
A UBL ASBIE is defined as an OWL class named $UBL_{ASBIE}$ and it is declared equivalent to the ASBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The $\text{refersTo}$ Object Property of the $UBL_{ASBIE}$ class is restricted to $UBL_{ABIE}$ as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="UBL.ASBIE">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#AssociationBusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#refersTo"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.ABIE"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```

### 3.3.1 EXPLAINING THE SEMANTICS OF UBL DOCUMENT SCHEMAS

The semantics of UBL artifacts are explicated conforming to the UBL Upper Ontology defined. In UBL, the BIEs are provided in MS Excel spreadsheets. To create UBL artifacts ontology conforming to the specified UBL upper ontology, the UBL spreadsheets are first converted to a custom XML format by using XML Map mechanism of MS Excel. Then, the necessary OWL classes are created from this XML file and populated in the OWL ontology.

The following fragment provides an example on how "Address.Details" artifact of UBL is represented conforming to the UBL Upper Ontology.

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Address.Details">
```
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<owl:equivalentClass>
  <owl:Class>
    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
      <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.ABIE"/>
      <owl:Restriction>
        <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
        <owl:allValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
        </owl:allValuesFrom>
      </owl:Restriction>
      <owl:Restriction>
        <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
        <owl:allValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
        </owl:allValuesFrom>
      </owl:Restriction>
      <owl:Restriction>
        <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
        <owl:allValuesFrom>
          <owl:Class>
            <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Identifier"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.AddressTypeCode.Code"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Postbox.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Floor.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Room.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.StreetName.Name"/>
              ....
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.CountrySubentity.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Region.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.District.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.TimezoneOffset.Text"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.AddressLine"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.Country"/>
              <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address.LocationCoordinate"/>
            </owl:intersectionOf>
          </owl:Class>
        </owl:allValuesFrom>
      </owl:Restriction>
    </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:Class>
</owl:equivalentClass>
The below listing provides an example on how “Address.Identifier” artifact of UBL is represented conforming to the UBL Upper Ontology.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Address.Identifier">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#UBL.BBIE"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Identifier"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasDataType"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Identifier.Type"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
3.4 EXPLICATING THE SEMANTICS OF CCTS BASED DOCUMENT SCHEMAS - OAGIS 9.1 UPPER ONTOLOGY

Although GS1 XML and UBL use the same terminology for document artifacts such as ABIE as the CCTS framework, OAGIS names its document components differently. Figure 3.6 shows the upper ontology for the OAGIS 9.1 document standard and how OAGIS 9.1 classes are related with the corresponding CCTS classes by using the owl:equivalentClass property.

An OAGIS 9.1 Component corresponds to ABIE class in CCTS upper ontology; ComponentRef corresponds to ASBIE and Field corresponds to BBIE.

An OAGIS 9.1 Field is defined as an OWL class named Field and it is declared equivalent to the BBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Field">
  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#BasicBusinessInformationEntity"/>
</owl:Class>
```

An OAGIS 9.1 Component is defined as an OWL class named Component and it is declared equivalent to the ABIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The contains Object Property of the Component class is restricted to Field and ComponentRef as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Component">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#contains"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class>
              <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
```

Figure 3.6: The Upper Ontology for the Semantics Exposed by the OAGIS XML Document Standard
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An OAGIS 9.1 ComponentRef is defined as an OWL class named ComponentRef and it is declared equivalent to the ASBIE class defined in CCTS upper ontology. The refersTo Object Property of the ComponentRef class is restricted to Component as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="ComponentRef">
  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#AssociationBusinessInformationEntity"/>
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateBusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#refersTo"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Component"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```

### 3.4.1 EXPLAINING THE SEMANTICS OF OAGIS 9.1 DOCUMENT SCHEMAS

The semantics of OAGIS 9.1 artifacts are explicated conforming to the OAGIS Upper Ontology defined. OAGIS provides the XSD schemas of its Components and Fields (e.g. Components.xsd and Fields.xsd) and does not name its components according to ISO 11179 Part 5. Therefore a special adapter is developed to generate the OAGIS document schema ontology as follows: In OAGIS XSD Schemas, each Component is represented with an element declaration and a corresponding type declaration. For example, the "Address" Component shown below contains the following element and type declarations.
Furthermore, several components may have the same complex type:

```xml
<xsd:element name="BillingAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="OwnerAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="RemitLocationPostalAddress" type="AddressType"/>
```

When constructing the OAGIS document schema ontology, for each element declaration, one ontology class is created. An example is shown below, where the OAGIS “Address.Details” artifact is represented conforming to the OAGIS 9.1 Upper Ontology.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Address.Details">
    <owl:equivalentClass>
        ...
    </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
As shown above, the Component “Address.Details” is defined as common component implying that it is used in the general “Context”. OAGIS does not provide the Object Class Terms
for its Components. However a closer investigation reveals that the names of the complex types in OAGIS give the information captured by the Object Class Terms of CCTS. Hence, the complex type names are used as the Object Class Terms of OAGIS artifact and they are obtained by simply dropping the suffix “Type” from the element’s complex type name. For example, as shown above, the Object Class Term for Address Component is “Address”.

However, some of the OAGIS Components are defined based on CCL Core Components. In such cases, the Object Class Terms of the corresponding Core Component is used. For example, there is a Component called “ProjectReference” which is of type “ProjectReferenceType” as follows:

```xml
<xsd:element name="ProjectReference" type="ProjectReferenceType"/>
```

“ProjectReferenceType” is derived from “ProjectBaseType” and “ProjectBaseType” is based on “ProjectABIEType”. In this case, the Object Class Term for “ProjectReference” is “Project” as follows:

```xml
<xsd:complexType name="ProjectReferenceType">
  <xsd:complexContent>
    <xsd:extension base="ProjectBaseType">
      <xsd:sequence>
        <xsd:element ref="ActivityID" minOccurs="0"/>
        <xsd:element ref="UserArea" minOccurs="0"/>
      </xsd:sequence>
    </xsd:extension>
  </xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>

<xsd:complexType name="ProjectBaseType">
  <xsd:complexContent>
    <xsd:extension base="ProjectABIEType"/>
  </xsd:complexContent>
</xsd:complexType>
```

In OAGIS, a Component is composed of Fields and/or ComponentReferences. Fields are at the leaf level and they are based on CCTS Core Component Types. All the OAGIS Fields are defined in “Fields.xsd” document. They are inserted to the OAGIS Document Schema Ontology as follows: In XSDs, each Field is defined with an element and a corresponding
type declaration. The type declaration usually points to the Core Component Type. For example, the “PostalCode” field is of type “Code Type”:

```xml
<xsd:element name="PostalCode" type="CodeType"/>
```

This field is inserted to the ontology as a new class, which is a restriction on Field class. An example on how ”PostalCode.CodeType” field of OAGIS 9.1 is represented conforming to the OAGIS 9.1 Upper Ontology is shown below. The representation term of this class is “Code” and the data type of this class is “Code.Type”.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="PostalCode.CodeType">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#Field"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Code"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasDataType"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Code.Type"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```

Considering the Component References, they are inserted to the ontology as new classes, which are restrictions of ComponentRef class. For example, the “Preference.Preference” Component Reference is inserted as shown below. It should be noted that it is used in general Context and refers to “Preference.Details” Component.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Preference.Preference">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#ComponentRef"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasObjectClassTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Address"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasRepresentationTerm"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Preference"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Context"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#refersTo"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#Preference.Details"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
3.5 HARMONIZING THE ONTOLOGIES OF THE DOCUMENT STANDARDS

When a DL reasoner runs through the upper ontologies together with the document schema ontologies defined, the resulting inferred (harmonized) ontology gives the correspondences between the document artifacts of the CCTS based standards. The established relationships can be directly indicating that the two document artifacts are equivalent or in subsumption relationship. Furthermore, the relationship can be indirect through CCL, that is, the document artifacts of two different standards may both be a superclass (or subclass) of a CCL artifact and the relationship between them can only be established through CCL.

In this section, an example is presented on how the correlation of three document components is established in the Harmonized Ontology through the DL reasoning process. In order to facilitate the description of the reasoning process used in this example, first the ontology descriptions are expressed as specified in this document through their corresponding logical expressions. Table 3.1 gives the logical expressions corresponding to “CCL Structured Address ABIE” and Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 give logical expressions corresponding to “UBL Address ABIE”.

Figure 3.7: The Semantic Equivalences among the BBIEs of UBL-Address, CCL-Structured Address and GS1-NameAndAddress Discovered through the Harmonized Ontology
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Table 3.1: UN/CCL - “Structured Address” ABIE Asserted Definition

1. \( \text{StructuredAddress Details} = \text{AggregateBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{contains StructuredAddress Identification Identifier} \land \text{StructuredAddress Postcode Code} \land \text{StructuredAddress Building Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress Street Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress City Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress Country Identifier} \land \text{StructuredAddress City Sub-Division Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress Country Sub-Division Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress Block Name Text} \land \text{StructuredAddress Plot Identification Text} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

2. \( \text{StructuredAddress Block Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

3. \( \text{StructuredAddress Building Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

4. \( \text{StructuredAddress City Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

5. \( \text{StructuredAddress City Sub-Division Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

6. \( \text{StructuredAddress Country Identifier} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Identifier Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Identifier} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

7. \( \text{StructuredAddress Country Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

8. \( \text{StructuredAddress Country Sub-Division Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

9. \( \text{StructuredAddress Identification Identifier} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Identifier Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Identifier} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

10. \( \text{StructuredAddress Plot Identification Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

11. \( \text{StructuredAddress Postcode Code} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Code Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Code} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}

12. \( \text{StructuredAddress Street Name Text} = \text{BasicBusinessInformationEntity} \land \forall \text{has Data Type Text Type} \land \forall \text{has Object Class Term Address} \land \forall \text{has Representation Term Text} \land \forall \text{used In Context Context}
Table 3.2: UBL “Address” ABIE Asserted Definition - Part 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. Address.AdditionalStreetName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Address.AddressFormatCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Address.AddressTypeCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Address.BlockName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Address.BuildingName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Address.BuildingNumber.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Address.CityName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Address.CitySubdivisionName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Address.CountrySubentity.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Address.CountrySubentityCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Address.Department.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Address.District.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Address.Floor.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Address.Identifier ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Identifier.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Identifier ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Address.InhouseMail.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: UBL “Address” ABIE Asserted Definition - Part 2

29. Address.MarkAttention.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
30. Address.MarkCare.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
31. Address.PlotIdentification.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
32. Address.PostalZone.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
33. Address.Postbox.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
34. Address.Region.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
35. Address.Room.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
36. Address.StreetName.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
37. Address.TimezoneOffset.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
38. Address.AddressLine ≡ UBL.ASBIE ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm AddressLine ∧ ∨ refersTo AddressLine.Details ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
39. Address.Country ≡ UBL.ASBIE ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Country ∧ ∨ refersTo Country.Details ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context ∧ ∨
40. Address.LocationCoordinate ≡ UBL.ASBIE ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∨ refersTo LocationCoordinate.Details ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
41. AddressLine.Details ≡ UBL.ABIE ∧ ∨ contains AddressLine.Line.Text ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm AddressLine ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
42. AddressLine.Line.Text ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Text.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm AddressLine ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
44. Country.IdentificationCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType CountryIdentificationCode.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Country ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
45. Country.Name ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∨ hasDataType Name.Type ∧ ∨ hasObjectClassTerm Country ∧ ∨ hasRepresentationTerm Name ∧ ∨ usedInContext Context
Table 3.4: UBL “Address” ABIE Asserted Definition - Part 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47. LocationCoordinate.CoordinateSystemCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType Code.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. LocationCoordinate.Latitude.Degrees.Measure ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType Measure.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Measure ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. LocationCoordinate.Latitude.Minutes.Measure ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType Measure.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Measure ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. LocationCoordinate.LatitudeDirectionCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType LatitudeDirectionCode.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. LocationCoordinate.Longitude.Degrees.Measure ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType Measure.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Measure ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. LocationCoordinate.Longitude.Minutes.Measure ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType Measure.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Measure ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. LocationCoordinate.LongitudeDirectionCode.Code ≡ UBL.BBIE ∧ ∃ hasDataType LongitudeDirectionCode.Type ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm LocationCoordinate ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: The Assertion Related with the different Usage of Datatypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54. Name.Type ≡ Text.Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74. Code.Type ≡ Text.Type ≡ Identifier.Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Harmonized Ontology contains the fact that “CCL Structured Address ABIE” is a subclass of “UBL Address ABIE” giving a much needed correspondence. Similarly, Table 3.7 gives the logical expressions corresponding to “GS1 NameAndAddress ABIE” and Table 3.5 gives one of the additional assertions for data types.

Table 3.8 gives the inferred equalities and subsumptions in the Harmonized Ontology.
Table 3.6: Inferred Equalities/Subsumptions between UN/CCL “Structured Address” and UBL “Address” in the Harmonized Ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inferred Relations</th>
<th>The Facts used in Computing the Inferred Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CityName.Text ≡ Address.CityName.Name</td>
<td>Def.4, Def.20, Def.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CitySub-DivisionName.Text ≡ Address.CitySubdivisionName.</td>
<td>Def.5, Def.21, Def.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.StreetName.Text ≡ Address.StreetName.Name</td>
<td>Def.12, Def.36, Def.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Identification.Identifier ≡ Address.Identifier</td>
<td>Def.9, Def.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Postcode.Code ≡ Address.Postal_Zone.Text</td>
<td>Def.11, Def.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Country.Identifier ≡ Address.Identifier</td>
<td>Def.6, Def.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CountrySub-DivisionName.Text ≡ Address.CountrySubentity.Text</td>
<td>Def.8, Def.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CountryName.Text ≡ Address.Region.Text</td>
<td>Def.7, Def.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.BlockName.Text ≡ Address.BlockName.Name</td>
<td>Def.2, Def.17, Def.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.BuildingName.Text ≡ Address.BuildingName.Name</td>
<td>Def.3, Def.18, Def.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.PlotIdentification.Text ≡ Address.PlotIdentification.Text</td>
<td>Def.10, Def.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address.Details is a subclass of Structured_Address.Details</td>
<td>Def.13, Def.1 (since Address.Details contain more than Structured_Address)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 3.7: GS1 “NameAndAddress” ABIE Asserted Definition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. NameAndAddress.Details ≡ GS1.XML.ABIE ∧ ∀ contains city ∧ countryCode ∧ countyCode ∧ countyCode ∧ crossStreet ∧ currency ∧ languageOfTheParty ∧ name ∧ pOBoxNumber ∧ postalCode ∧ provinceCode ∧ state ∧ streetAddressOne ∧ streetAddressTwo ∧ geographicalCoordinates ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. city ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. cityCode ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. countryCode ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Code ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. countyCode ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61. crossStreet ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. currency ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Code ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. languageOfTheParty ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Code.Code ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Code ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. name ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. pOBoxNumber ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. postalCode ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. provinceCode ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. state ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. streetAddressOne ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. streetAddressTwo ≡ GS1.XML.BBIE ∧ ∀ hasDataType Text.Text ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm Text ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. geographicalCoordinates ≡ GS1.XML.ASBIE ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm Address ∧ ∀ hasRepresentationTerm GeographicalCoordinates ∧ ∀ refersTo GeographicalCoordinates.Details ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. GeographicalCoordinates.Details ≡ GS1.XML.ABIE ∧ ∀ contains latitude ∧ longitude ∧ ∀ hasObjectClassTerm GeographicalCoordinates ∧ ∀ usedInContext Context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.8 gives the inferred equalities and subsumptions in the Harmonized Ontology.

Table 3.8: Inferred Equalities/Subsumptions between UN/CCL “Structured Address” and GS1 “NameAndAddress” in the Harmonized Ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inferred Relations</th>
<th>The Facts used in Computing the Inferred Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CityName.Text ≡ city</td>
<td>Def.4, Def.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.City-SubdivisionName.Text ≡ countyCode</td>
<td>Def.5, Def.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.StreetName.Text ≡ crossStreet</td>
<td>Def.12, Def.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Identification.Identifier ≡ name</td>
<td>Def.9, Def.64, Def.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Postcode.Code ≡ postalCode</td>
<td>Def.11, Def.66, Def.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CountrySub-DivisionName.Text ≡ provinceCode</td>
<td>Def.8, Def.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.Country.Identifier ≡ countryCode</td>
<td>Def.6, Def.60, Def.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CountrySub-DivisionName.Text ≡ state</td>
<td>Def.8, Def.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.CountryName.Text ≡ streetAddressOne ≡ streetAddressTwo</td>
<td>Def.7, Def.69, Def.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.BlockName.Text ≡ streetAddressOne ≡ streetAddressTwo</td>
<td>Def.2, Def.69, Def.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.BuildingName.Text ≡ streetAddressOne ≡ streetAddressTwo</td>
<td>Def.3, Def.69, Def.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured_Address.PlotIdentification.Text ≡ streetAddressOne ≡ streetAddressTwo</td>
<td>Def.10, Def.69, Def.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NameAndAddress.Details is a subclass of Structured_Address.Details</td>
<td>Def.56, Def.1 (since NameAndAddressDetails contain more BBIEs than Structured_Address_Details)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a summary, Table 3.6 and Table 3.8 give how the equivalences given in Figure 3.7 are computed. Additionally, as shown in Table 3.8, the reasoner discovers that “GS1-NameAndAddress.Details” is a subclass of “UN/CCL-Structured_Address.Details” and as shown in Table 3.6, and that “UBL-Address.Details” is a subclass of “UN/CCL-Structured_Address_Details” because the “UBL-Address.Details” and the “GS1-NameAndAddress.Details” both contain more elements than the “UN/CCL-Structured_Address_Details” document artifact.
CHAPTER 4

PROVIDING HEURISTICS TO DISCOVER STRUCTURALLY DIFFERENT DOCUMENT ARTIFACTS

The semantic properties of the CCTS based document artifacts help discovering the equivalences of structurally and semantically similar artifacts. However, different document standards use *Core Components* in different structures. For example, an “Address” component of one standard may be totally different than the “Address” of another standard. Semantic properties of document artifacts are not enough to find the similarity of the structurally different but semantically equivalent document artifacts. In other words, DL reasoners discover relations among both semantically and structurally similar components. However, document standards generate their components in different structures. For example, in CCL, “Primary_Identification. Identifier” BBIE in included directly into “Buyer_Party” ABIE. However, in UBL, the BBIE used for party identification is in “PartyIdentification” ABIE, which is associated to “Party” ABIE through “Party.PartyIdentification” ASBIE. Therefore, the reasoner cannot find the relation between “Party” and “BuyerParty”.

More specifically, description logics cannot find the relations between these structurally different components. Therefore, heuristics should be provided to find these relations. In my approach, there are two types of heuristics:

1. Heuristics given in description logics: These heuristics are mostly auxiliary in nature and they are inserted into the upper and document schema ontologies in creation time. They are for resolving the different usages of CCTS Data Types and putting the object class terms into a hierarchy to help finding the equivalent BBIEs at different structural levels. They are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
2. Heuristics given in predicate logics: These heuristics are used to find relations between structurally different but semantically similar components and they are described in Section 4.3.

4.1 HEURISTICS TO HELP RESOLVING THE DIFFERENT USAGES OF CCTS DATA TYPES

Different document standards use CCTS Data Types differently. For example, “Code.Type” can be used to specify the datatype of a BBIE in one standard and “Text.Type” can be used for the same BBIE in another standard and yet “Identifier.Type” in another standard. This knowledge in real world is expressed through class equivalences as shown below so that not only the humans but also the reasoner knows about it.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Code.Type">
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#Text.Type"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CoreComponentType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Name.Type">
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#Text.Type"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CoreComponentType"/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Identifier.Type">
    <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="#Text.Type"/>
    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#CoreComponentType"/>
</owl:Class>
```

Obviously such rules will not be needed if the document standards use CCTS methodology in the same way. But in reality, the existing CCTS based document standards have such different usages and to discover similar document artifacts in different standards, the reasoner needs this information. It should be noted that such an assertion may produce some false positives, that is, finding two unrelated document artifacts to be similar. However, such false positives are in limited numbers, since many other semantic properties of the document artifacts are compared to find similarities. The false positives, when they happen, need to be sorted out manually. Since my purpose is to develop a support tool for humans to use rather than a completely automated process, the human intervention is necessary to eliminate the remaining false positives if there are any.
4.2 A HEURISTIC TO HELP FINDING THE EQUIVALENT BBIES AT DIFFERENT STRUCTURAL LEVELS

A problem in finding the document artifacts with similar information content in two different document schemas is that the semantically similar artifacts may appear at structurally different positions. For example, two semantically equivalent aggregate document components, which belong to different document standards, may have their basic document components, which are also semantically equivalent, at different structural levels as shown in Figure 4.1 (A) and (B). These cases prevent description logics reasoners to discover the relationship between them. The problem is how to inform the reasoner in an automated way that such document components are considered similar.

First, note that an Object Class Term in CCTS denotes that a document component belongs to an abstract class, although not in ontological terms. In explicating the semantics of the CCTS, ontology classes are created for document components and associate them with their corresponding Object Class Term classes through owl:hasOCT property. Consider the following two document components:

- A basic component “BBIE B2” with an Object Class Term OCT1 is referred to through an association component from an aggregate component with an Object Class Term OCT2 in one document schema as shown in Figure 4.1 (A),

- A basic component “BBIE B1”, which is semantically equivalent to “BBIE B2”, directly appears under an aggregate component with an Object Class Term OCT2 in another schema as shown in Figure 4.1 (B).

To handle such a structural difference, a subsumption relation is established among their Object Class Term classes by declaring that OCT1 is a subclass of OCT2. The intention is that
; Assume that there are two BBIEs, whose names are name\(_1\) and name\(_2\), respectively.

BBIE(name\(_1\), oct\(_1\), rt\(_1\), context\(_1\), dataType\(_1\)) \∧
BBIE(name\(_2\), oct\(_2\), rt\(_2\), context\(_2\), dataType\(_2\)) \∧

; If their “Object Class Terms” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (oct\(_1\) \equiv oct\(_2\)) (oct\(_1\) is a subclass of oct\(_2\)) (oct\(_2\) is a subclass of oct\(_1\))) \∧

; And if their “Representation Terms” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (rt\(_1\) \equiv rt\(_2\)) (rt\(_1\) is a subclass of rt\(_2\)) (rt\(_2\) is a subclass of rt\(_1\))) \∧

; And if their “Contexts” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (context\(_1\) \equiv context\(_2\)) (context\(_1\) is a subclass of context\(_2\)) (context\(_2\) is a subclass of context\(_1\))) \∧

; And if their “Data Types” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (dataType\(_1\) \equiv dataType\(_2\)) (dataType\(_1\) is a subclass of dataType\(_2\))
(dataType\(_2\) is a subclass of dataType\(_1\)))

⇒

; Then these BBIEs are equal
name\(_1\) \equiv name\(_2\)

Figure 4.2: The Rule for Discovery of two Semantically Similar Basic Document Components

A basic document component semantically similar to “BBIE B2” might as well be regarded as a part of an aggregate component whose Object Class Term is OCT2 to let the reasoner discover such equivalences.

Note that once such an assertion is made, then the reasoner can recursively trace the association components at any depth.

This semantics is extracted when the document schemas are processed to create the corresponding OWL ontologies through a software developed which automatically asserts a subsumption hierarchy among the Object Class Term classes of such document artifacts. In fact, the harmonized ontology given in [90] already contains all such relationships.

### 4.3 HEURISTICS TO FIND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SEMANTICALLY SIMILAR BUT STRUCTURALLY DIFFERENT DOCUMENT ARTIFACTS

A very common structural difference in semantically similar document artifacts is that although some of the semantic properties of a document artifact “A” is the subclass of the corresponding properties of the document artifact “B”, some other properties of “A” are the super classes of the corresponding attributes of “B”. As an example, a document artifact
Figure 4.3: The Rule for Discovery of two Semantically Similar Association Document Components

A’s context may be a subclass of document artifact B’s context but the subclass relationship among their other properties may be in the reverse direction. As another example, as shown in lower part of Figure 4.7, the relations between the values of “Party. Postal Address” and “Buyer Party. Postal. Structured Address” ASBIEs’ “usedInContext” and “refersTo” properties are in reverse direction. For discovering the similarity of document artifacts, it is not important if the direction of the subsumption relations among the corresponding semantic properties of the document artifacts is the same. In other words, when the purpose is to find out whether these artifacts are similar, it is not important whether the direction of the subsumption relationship is different among their corresponding attributes.

Furthermore, the heuristics are categorized according to structural differences that can occur among different document artifacts as follows:

- **Heuristics to Discover Structurally Different Basic Document Components (BBIEs):** If the semantic properties of two basic document components are pairwise equivalent or subclasses of each other, these basic document components are considered to be similar.

The rule in Figure 4.2 expresses this heuristics. When this rule fires, it establishes an
; Assume there are the following artifacts.
ASBIE(name_1, oct_1, context_1, refersTo_1) ∧
ABIE(name_2, oct_2, containsSet_2, context_2, bieCount_2) ∧
BBIE(name_3, oct_3, rt_3, context_3, dataType_3) ∧
BBIE(name_4, oct_4, rt_4, context_4, dataType_4) ∧
; If ASBIE name_1, “refersTo” ABIE name_2
refersTo_1 ≡ name_2 ∧
; And if BBIE name_3 is in the ContainsSet of ABIE name_2
name_3 ∈ containsSet_2 ∧
; And if BBIE ABIE name_3 is equals to BBIE name_4
name_3 ≡ name_4
⇒
; Then BBIE name_4 is equals to BBIE name_1 name_4 ≡ name_1

Figure 4.4: The Rule for Discovery of Semantic Similarity between a Basic Document Component and an Association Document Component

*owl:equivalentClass* property between these two basic document components.

- **Heuristics to Discover Structurally Different Association Document Components (ASBIEs):** If the semantic properties of two association document components are pairwise equivalent or subclasses of one another, these association document components are considered to be equivalent. The rule given in Figure 4.3 states this heuristics and when this rule fires, it establishes an *owl:equivalentClass* property between these two association document components.

- **Heuristics to Discover Structurally Different Association Document Component (ASBIE) and Basic Document Component Pairs (BBIE):** Consider two basic document components, “BBIE B1” and “BBIE B2”, which belong to different standards and whose semantic equivalence is established through the harmonized ontology as indicated in Figure 4.1 Step 1. Assume that “BBIE B1” is in an aggregate document component “ABIE A1” whose object class term is OCT2 as shown in Figure 4.1 (B). Assume further that “BBIE B2” is in an aggregate document component “ABIE A2” as shown in Figure 4.1 (A). Another aggregate document component “ABIE A3” whose object class term is OCT2, refers to “ABIE A2” through the association document component “ASBIE AS” (Figure 4.1 (A)). There is a possibility that the association document component “ASBIE AS” is semantically equivalent to the basic document component “BBIE B1” as shown in Figure 4.1 Step 2.
; Assume that there are two ABIEs, whose names are name\(_1\) and name\(_2\)
\[
\text{ABIE}(\text{name}_1, \text{oct}_1, \text{containsSet}_1, \text{context}_1, \text{bieCount}_1) \land \\
\text{ABIE}(\text{name}_2, \text{oct}_2, \text{containsSet}_2, \text{context}_2, \text{bieCount}_2) \land \\
; If their “Object Class Terms” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (\text{oct}_1 \equiv \text{oct}_2) (\text{oct}_1 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{oct}_2) (\text{oct}_2 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{oct}_1)) \land \\
; And if their “ContainsSet” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (\text{containsSet}_1 \equiv \text{containsSet}_2) (\text{containsSet}_1 \subset \text{containsSet}_2) \land \\
(\text{containsSet}_2 \subset \text{containsSet}_1)) \land \\
; And if their “Contexts” are equal or subclass of each other
(\lor (\text{context}_1 \equiv \text{context}_2) (\text{context}_1 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{context}_2) \land \\
(\text{context}_2 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{context}_1))
\Rightarrow \\
; Then these ABIEs are equal.
\text{name}_1 \equiv \text{name}_2

Figure 4.5: The Rule for Discovery of two Aggregate Document Components having Semantically Similar Content

The rule given in Figure 4.4 states this heuristics and when this rule fires, it establishes an \texttt{owl:equivalentClass} property between the association document component “AS-BIE AS” and basic document component “BBIE B1”. Note that once this equivalence is established in the harmonized ontology and the reasoner is executed again it may establish the equivalence of the aggregate components (Figure 4.1 Step 3) by triggering the Heuristics to Discover Structurally Different Aggregate Document Components (ABIEs) rule.

- **Heuristics to Discover Structurally Different Aggregate Document Components (ABIEs):**
The structural differences that can occur in aggregate document components are more complex, because each of them may contain a different number of basic and association document components, some of which may be semantically equivalent, some may not. To be able to better express the different cases that may appear, the \texttt{ContainsSet} of an aggregate document component is defined to be the set of all of its document components. The \texttt{ContainsSet} is in fact the set of document components in the range of the \texttt{contains} property of an aggregate document component. The \texttt{ContainsSets} of two aggregate document components may be equal; may have a non-null intersection; may be in subset relationships or may be disjoint of each other. If the \texttt{ContainsSets} are not disjoint, heuristics are provided to discover their similarity. Note that the other semantic properties of two aggregate document components must be similar for these
rules to fire.

- **Case 1:** The **ContainsSets** of two aggregate document components are equivalent or in subset relationship: Considering all the semantic properties of two aggregate document components, if each of them is pair wise equivalent or subclasses of one another, and their **ContainsSets** are the same or subsets of each other, these aggregate document components are considered to be similar. The rule in Figure 4.5 states this heuristics. When this rule fires, it establishes an `owl:equivalexClass` property between these two aggregate document components.

- **Case 2:** The **ContainsSets** of two aggregate document components have a non-null intersection: The semantic properties of two aggregate document components may be equivalent and their **ContainsSet** may have a non-null intersection. What is provided is a `similarityConstant` that the user may set. As an example, if the user considers that two aggregate document components are similar when 60% of their document components are similar then he can set the `similarityConstant` to “0.6”. Hence, when all the semantic properties of two aggregate document components are either pair wise equivalent or subclasses of one another, and the document components in their **ContainsSet** sets are `similarityConstant` percent equivalent, these aggregate document components are considered to be similar. The rule given in Figure 4.6 states this heuristics and when it fires, it establishes an `owl:equivalexClass` property between these two aggregate document components.

These rules are defined in predicate logic using JESS Rules [35] and execute them through JESS Rule Engine and carry the results back to the harmonized ontology. Note that the rules defined produce further OWL class equivalences in the harmonized ontology. After this step, the DL-Reasoner is executed again to compute the new equality/subsumption relations. The discovered equivalences are presented to the domain expert or the user for his approval. This process may be repeated until the user is satisfied with the discovered similarities.
Assume that there are two ABIEs, whose names are name_1 and name_2
\[ \text{ABIE}(\text{name}_1, \text{oct}_1, \text{containsSet}_1, \text{context}_1, \text{bieCount}_1) \land \text{ABIE}(\text{name}_2, \text{oct}_2, \text{containsSet}_2, \text{context}_2, \text{bieCount}_2) \land \]

If BIE name_3 is in the ContainsSet of ABIE name_1
\[ \text{name}_3 \in \text{containsSet}_1 \land \]

And if BIE name_4 is in the ContainsSet of ABIE name_2
\[ \text{name}_4 \in \text{containsSet}_2 \land \]

And if BIE name_3 and BIE name_4 are equal or subclass of each other
\[ (\forall \text{name}_3 \equiv \text{name}_4) (\text{name}_3 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{name}_4) (\text{name}_3 \text{ is a subclass of } \text{name}_4) \]
\[ \Rightarrow \] Then increase count by 1
\[ (\text{$\text{count} = \text{count} + 1$}) \land \]

And if the similarity between their ContainsSet is greater than similarityConstant then these ABIEs are equal.
\[ (\text{IF } (\text{$\text{count} / (\text{bieCount}_1 + \text{bieCount}_2 - \text{count}) > \text{similarityConstant}$})) \]
\[ \text{THEN } \text{name}_1 \equiv \text{name}_2 \]

Figure 4.6: The Rule for Discovery of two Semantically Similar Aggregate Document Components

In this section, a real life example is presented to explain the use of the harmonized ontology and the provided heuristics. Consider the two example document artifacts given in Figure

4.4 AN EXAMPLE ON THE USE OF THE HARMONIZED ONTOLOGY AND THE PROVIDED HEURISTICS

In this section, a real life example is presented to explain the use of the harmonized ontology and the provided heuristics. Consider the two example document artifacts given in Figure...
Table 4.1: The Relationship among the Semantic Properties of two Example Basic Document Components

| “PartyIdentification. Identifier” of UBL | “Buyer,Party. PrimaryIdentification. Identifier” of UN/CCL | “PrimaryIdentification” Object Class Term is a subclass of “Party” Object Class Term as described in Section 4.2
|----------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|
| PrimaryIdentification                  | Party                                                    | “Trade” context class is a subclass of the Context top class
| Identifier                             | Identifier                                               | Both Basic Document Components have the same Representation Term
| Context                                | Trade                                                    | Both Basic Document Components have the same Data Type
| Identifier.Type                        | Identifier.Type                                          |  |

4.7. A human looking at this figure can immediately tell the similarity between the UBL “Party.Details” and UN/CCL “Buyer,Party.Details”. The aim is to discover such similarities in an automated way.

Given the two document artifacts in Figure 4.7, the Description Logics reasoner first discovers the similarities of the semantic properties of the following basic document components: the UBL’s “PartyIdentification.Identifier” and the UN/CCL’s “Buyer,Party.Primary-,Identification.Identifier” as shown in Table 4.1.

Note that the subsumption relationship between “PrimaryIdentification” and “Party” classes is in the opposite direction of the subsumption relationship between Context and “Trade”. However, through the class equivalence asserted to the harmonized ontology with the execution of the rule given in Figure 4.2, the Description Logics reasoner establishes the relationship between the UBL’s “PartyIdentification.Identifier” and the UN/CCL’s “Buyer,Party.Primary-,Identification.Identifier” as being equivalent. Furthermore, the reasoner using the class equivalence inferred by the rule given in Figure 4.4, establishes the fact that the “Buyer,Party-, Primary,Identification.Identifier” is equivalent to the “Party,Party,Identification” association document component.
Similarly, for the UBL’s “Party.Postal_Address.Address” association document component and the UN/CCL’s “Buyer_Party.Postal.Structured_Address” association document component, the reasoner establishes the equivalences and the subsumption relationships among the document artifacts as shown in Table 4.2 in the harmonized ontology.

In Table 4.2, the direction of the subsumption relationship between the UBL “Address.-Details” and the UN/CCL “Structured_Address.Details” classes is in the opposite direction of the subsumption relationship between the Context and the “Trade”. However, since the class equivalence relationship is already asserted to the harmonized ontology with the execution of the rule given in Figure 4.3, the Description Logics reasoner establishes the relationship between the UBL’s “Party.Postal_Address.Address” and the UN/CCL’s “Buyer_Party.Postal.-Structured_Address” as being equivalent classes. In Figure 4.7, for the sake of simplicity some of the basic document components and association document components, namely, the UBL “Party.Details” and the UN/CCL “Buyer_Party.Details” are not shown. When the Description Logics reasoner considers these extra basic and association document components, the equivalence among the semantic properties becomes as shown in Figure 4.8. In other words, the set of basic and association document components of the UBL “Party.Details” is a superset of document components of UN/CCL “Buyer_Party.Details”.

The relationships shown in Figure 4.8 together with the rule in Figure 4.5 trigger the semantic equivalence of the UBL “Party.Details” and the UN/CCL “Buyer_Party.Details” document artifacts.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.8: UBL’s Party ABIE and CCL’s Buyer_Party ABIE**
Table 4.2: The Relationship among the Semantic Properties of two Example Association Document Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Both Association Document Components have the same Object Class Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Both Association Document Components have the same Representation Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>“Trade” context class is a subclass of the Context top class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address. Details</td>
<td>Structured. Address. Details</td>
<td>“Address. Details” is a subclass of “Structured. Address. Details”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 5

AUTOMATED XSLT GENERATION SUPPORT

The harmonized ontology gives the specified as well as the computed equality and subsumption relations among the classes of both the upper ontologies and the document schema ontologies. In order to translate document instances between different document schemas, this knowledge should be used to determine the relationship between the elements in the document instances. In other words, the equivalences discovered are carried to the data level, where the document instances are described in XML. The instance level translation is achieved using XSLT and the XSLT definitions are generated automatically for the identified equivalences through the following process:

- While constructing the upper ontologies, the relations between the ontology classes and XSD schema elements are identified and the corresponding XPath expressions are generated.

- To obtain the XSLT definition from a document artifact to another:
  - The harmonized ontology classes that correspond to document artifacts in the document schemas are matched.
  - Then, the XPath expressions for the identified classes are retrieved.
  - Finally, XSLT expressions are generated automatically from these XPath expressions using the equivalences among document artifacts discovered through the harmonized ontology.

The extra elements, for which the methodology cannot establish the corresponding elements in the target document schema (either because there is no corresponding element or there is
such an element but the methodology is not able to find the related element) are inserted into the extension part of the target document schema. The domain experts can further handcraft the XSLT definitions.

5.1 AN EXAMPLE: TRANSLATING UBL “ADDRESS.DETAILS” TO GS1 “NAME AND ADDRESS”

In this section, the translation process is described through an example.

5.1.1 OBTAINING THE XPATH EXPRESSIONS FOR UBL “ADDRESS” ABIE AND FOR ITS BBIES/ABIES AUTOMATICALLY

The ABIEs in UBL are represented with “xsd:complexType” definitions in XSDs. The “xsd:complexType” of “Address.Details” ABIE is “AddressType”. In the annotation part of the UBL XSD schemas, the dictionary entry names of the BIEs are also provided. As mentioned previously, the class names for BIEs in the document schema ontologies are generated from the dictionary entry names. Therefore, this information is directly used in constructing the XPath expressions for UBL ontology classes (i.e. this information implicitly describes the ontology class). In the below fragment, a part of UBL “AddressType” XSD declaration is given.

```xml
<xsd:complexType name="AddressType">
  <xsd:annotation>
    <xsd:documentation>
      <ccts:Component>
        <ccts:ComponentType>ABIE</ccts:ComponentType>
        <ccts:DictionaryEntryName>Address.Details</ccts:DictionaryEntryName>
        <ccts:Definition>Information about a structured address.</ccts:Definition>
        <ccts:ObjectClass>Address</ccts:ObjectClass>
      </ccts:Component>
    </xsd:documentation>
  </xsd:annotation>
  <xsd:sequence>
    <xsd:element ref="cbc:ID" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">
      <xsd:annotation>
        <xsd:documentation>
          <ccts:Component>
            <ccts:ComponentType>BBIE</ccts:ComponentType>
          </ccts:Component>
        </xsd:documentation>
      </xsd:annotation>
    </xsd:element>
  </xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
```
The XPath language itself refers to XML elements, not to XSD complex types. Therefore, when generating the XPath expression for the “Address.Details” ABIE, the XML elements that refer to the “AddressType” are collected. In UBL XSDs, the XML elements that refer to “AddressType” are as follows:

```xml
<xsd:element name="RegistrationAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="PostalAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="OriginAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="JurisdictionRegionAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="DespatchAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="DeliveryAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="ApplicableTerritoryAddress" type="AddressType"/>
<xsd:element name="ApplicableAddress" type="AddressType"/>
```
Hence, the XPath expression for “Address” ABIE is as follows:

```
#Address.Details --> //(Address | ApplicableAddress | ApplicableTerritoryAddress | DeliveryAddress | DespatchAddress | JurisdictionRegionAddress | OriginAddress | PostalAddress | RegistrationAddress)
```

This XPath expression states that “Address.Details” ontology class corresponds to Address, ApplicableAddress, ApplicableTerritoryAddress, DeliveryAddress, DespatchAddress, JurisdictionRegionAddress, OriginAddress, PostalAddress and RegistrationAddress XML elements in a UBL XML document. The “//” in the beginning of the XPath expression states that the element can be at any depth in the XML document. The XPath expressions given below for the BBIEs and ASBIEs in the “Address.Details” ABIE are generated by concatenating the corresponding XML elements names to the above XPath expression.

```
#Address.Identifier --> //(Address | ApplicableAddress | ApplicableTerritoryAddress | DeliveryAddress | DespatchAddress | JurisdictionRegionAddress | OriginAddress | PostalAddress | RegistrationAddress)/ID
...
#Address.LocationCoordinate --> //(Address | ApplicableAddress | ApplicableTerritoryAddress | DeliveryAddress | DespatchAddress | JurisdictionRegionAddress | OriginAddress | PostalAddress | RegistrationAddress)/LocationCoordinate
...
#LocationCoordinate.Details --> //LocationCoordinate (LocationCoordinateType)
#LocationCoordinate.Latitude Degrees.Measure --> //LocationCoordinate/LatitudeDegreesMeasure
#LocationCoordinate.Latitude Minutes.Measure --> //LocationCoordinate/LatitudeMinutesMeasure
#LocationCoordinate.LatitudeDirectionCode.Code --> //LocationCoordinate/LatitudeDirectionCode
#LocationCoordinate.Longitude Degrees.Measure --> //LocationCoordinate/LongitudeDegreesMeasure
#LocationCoordinate.Longitude Minutes.Measure --> //LocationCoordinate/LongitudeMinutesMeasure
#LocationCoordinate.LongitudeDirectionCode.Code --> //LocationCoordinate/LongitudeDirectionCode
```

In the above example, XPath expressions for “AddressLine”, “Country” and “LocationCoordinate” ABIEs are also provided for the sake of completeness.
5.1.2 OBTAINING XPath EXPRESSIONS FOR GS1 “NAMEANDADDRESS” ABIE AND FOR ITS BBIES

The ABIEs are represented in GS1 XML’s XSD schemas through “xsd:complexType” declarations. Furthermore, in GS1 XML, the “xsd:complexType” name of an ABIE can be identified by concatenating “Type” keyword to the ABIE name. Therefore, the complex type name of “NameAndAddress” is “NameAndAddressType”. The next step is to find the declaration of this type. In GS1 XML, for all ABIEs there is either a separate XSD file (which can be identified by concatenating “.xsd” extension to the ABIE’s name, e.g., “NameAndAddress” has “NameAndAddress.xsd”) or the ABIE’s “xsd:complexType” declaration is in the parent ABIEs XSD file (e.g. “GeographicalCoordinates” ABIE's declaration is in “NameAndAddress.xsd”). Therefore, the complex type “NameAndAddressType” is declared in “NameAndAddress.xsd” file, as follows:

```xml
<xsd:complexType name="NameAndAddressType">
  <xsd:sequence>
    <xsd:element name="city">
      <xsd:simpleType>
        <xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
          <xsd:maxLength value="35"/>
          <xsd:minLength value="1"/>
        </xsd:restriction>
      </xsd:simpleType>
    </xsd:element>
    ..
    <xsd:element name="geographicalCoordinates" type="eanucc:GeographicalCoordinatesType" minOccurs="0">
    </xsd:element>
  </xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
```

As mentioned previously, the XPath language itself refers to XML elements, not to XSD complex types. Therefore, when generating the XPath expression for the “NameAndAddress” ABIE, the XML elements that refer to the “NameAndAddressType” should be identified. In GS1 XSDs, one of the XML elements that refer to “NameAndAddressType” is “shipToNon-Commercial” as follows:

```xml
<xsd:element name="shipToNonCommercial" type="eanucc:NameAndAddressType">
</xsd:element>
```
The XPath expression for “NameAndAddress” ABIE is as follows:

```
#NameAndAddress.Details --> //shipToNonCommercial
```

Furthermore, the XPath expressions for the BBIEs in “NameAndAddress” can be obtained by concatenating the corresponding element name to the above XPath expression. The XPath expressions for the BBIEs of “NameAndAddress” are as follows:

```
#city --> //shipToNonCommercial/city
#cityCode --> //shipToNonCommercial/cityCode
#countryCode --> //shipToNonCommercial/countryCode/countryISOCode
#countyCode --> //shipToNonCommercial/countyCode
#crossStreet --> //shipToNonCommercial/crossStreet
#currency --> //shipToNonCommercial/currency
#languageOfTheParty --> //shipToNonCommercial/languageOfTheParty
#name --> //shipToNonCommercial/name
#pOBoxNumber --> //shipToNonCommercial/pOBoxNumber
#postalCode --> //shipToNonCommercial/postalCode
#provinceCode --> //shipToNonCommercial/provinceCode
#state --> //shipToNonCommercial/state
#streetAddressOne --> //shipToNonCommercial/streetAddressOne
#streetAddressTwo --> //shipToNonCommercial/streetAddressTwo
#geographicalCoordinates --> //shipToNonCommercial/geographicalCoordinates

#GeographicalCoordinates.Details --> //geographicalCoordinates
#latitude --> //geographicalCoordinates/latitude
#longitude --> //geographicalCoordinates/longitude
```

For the sake of completeness, the XPath expressions of “GeographicalCoordinates” are also provided.

### 5.1.3 CONSTRUCTING THE XSLT DEFINITIONS

In constructing the XSLT definitions, the generated XPath expressions for the ontology classes and the semantic equivalences discovered are used.

As an example, Figure 3.7 gives the semantic equivalences among the BBIEs shown below:

```
#Address.Identifier --> #name, #countryCode
#Address.Postal_Zone.Text --> #postalCode
#Address.StreetName.Name --> #crossStreet
```
The XSLT Definition given below is constructed using the equivalences given above and the generated XPath expressions to convert an UBL “Address” ABIE instance to GS1 “NameAndAddress” instance.

```xml
<xsl:stylesheet>
  <xsl:output method="xml" encoding="utf-8" indent="yes" omit-xml-declaration="yes"/>
  <xsl:template match="/">
    <xsl:for-each select="//cac:Address|//cac:ApplicableAddress|
        //cac:ApplicableTerritoryAddress|//cac:DeliveryAddress|//cac:DespatchAddress|
        //cac:JurisdictionRegionAddress|//cac:OriginAddress|//cac:PostalAddress|
        //cac:RegistrationAddress">
      <xsl:call-template name="nameAndAddress"/>
    </xsl:for-each>
  </xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
```
Assume that the user has the UBL “Address” instance as follows:

```xml
<cbc:Address>
  <cbc:ID>UBL1</cbc:ID>
  <cbc:AddressTypeCode>UBLAddressTypeCode</cbc:AddressTypeCode>
  <cbc:Postbox>UBLPostbox</cbc:Postbox>
  <cbc:Floor>UBLFloor</cbc:Floor>
  <cbc:Room>UBLRoom</cbc:Room>
  <cbc:StreetName>UBLStreetName</cbc:StreetName>
  <cbc:AdditionalStreetName>UBLAdditionalStreetName</cbc:AdditionalStreetName>
  <cbc:BlockName>UBLBlockName</cbc:BlockName>
  <cbc:BuildingName>UBLBuildingName</cbc:BuildingName>
  <cbc:BuildingNumber>UBLBuildingNumber</cbc:BuildingNumber>
  <cbc:InhouseMail>UBLInhouseMail</cbc:InhouseMail>
  <cbc:Department>UBLDepartment</cbc:Department>
  <cbc:MarkAttention>UBLMarkAttention</cbc:MarkAttention>
  <cbc:MarkCare>UBLMarkCare</cbc:MarkCare>
  <cbc:PlotIdentification>UBLPlotIdentification</cbc:PlotIdentification>
  <cbc:CitySubdivisionName>UBLCitySubdivisionName</cbc:CitySubdivisionName>
  <cbc:CityName>UBLCityName</cbc:CityName>
  <cbc:PostalZone>UBLPostalZone</cbc:PostalZone>
  <cbc:CountrySubentity>UBLCountrySubentity</cbc:CountrySubentity>
  <cbc:Region>UBLRegion</cbc:Region>
  <cbc:District>UBLDistrict</cbc:District>
  <cbc:TimezoneOffset>UBLTimezoneOffset</cbc:TimezoneOffset>
  <cbc:AddressLine>
    <cbc:Line>UBLLine</cbc:Line>
  </cbc:AddressLine>
</cbc:Address>
```
After applying the XSLT definitions to the example UBL “Address” Instance given above, the GS1 “NameAndAddress” instance in the following fragment is obtained.

```xml
<eanucc:shipToNonCommercial>
  <city>UBLCityName</city>
  <countryCode>UBLCountryISOCode</countryCode>
  <countryName>UBLCountryName</countryName>
  <state>UBLCountrySubentityCode</state>
  <streetAddressOne>UBLBlockName UBLBuildingName UBLPlotIdentification UBLRegion</streetAddressOne>
  <streetAddressTwo>UBLBlockName UBLBuildingName UBLPlotIdentification UBLRegion</streetAddressTwo>
</eanucc:shipToNonCommercial>
```

```xml
<extension>
  <cbc:AddressTypeCode>UBLAddressTypeCode</cbc:AddressTypeCode>
  <cbc:Postbox>UBLPostbox</cbc:Postbox>
  <cbc:Floor>UBLFloor</cbc:Floor>
  <cbc:Room>UBLRoom</cbc:Room>
  <cbc:AdditionalStreetName>UBLAdditionalStreetName</cbc:AdditionalStreetName>
  <cbc:BuildingNumber>UBLBuildingNumber</cbc:BuildingNumber>
  <cbc:InhouseMail>UBLInhouseMail</cbc:InhouseMail>
  <cbc:Department>UBLDepartment</cbc:Department>
  <cbc:MarkAttention>UBLMarkAttention</cbc:MarkAttention>
  <cbc:MarkCare>UBLMarkCare</cbc:MarkCare>
  <cbc:CountrySubentity>UBLCountrySubentity</cbc:CountrySubentity>
  <cbc:District>UBLDistrict</cbc:District>
  <cbc:TimezoneOffset>UBLTimezoneOffset</cbc:TimezoneOffset>
  <cac:AddressLine>
    <cbc:Line>UBLLine</cbc:Line>
  </cac:AddressLine>
  <cac:Country>
    <cbc:Name>UBLName</cbc:Name>
    <cbc:Country>
      <cbc:LocationCoordinate>
        <cbc:CoordinateSystemCode>UBLCoordinateSystemCode</cbc:CoordinateSystemCode>
        <cbc:LatitudeDegreesMeasure unitCode="04">UBL0.0</cbc:LatitudeDegreesMeasure>
        <cbc:LongitudeDegreesMeasure unitCode="04">UBL0.0</cbc:LongitudeDegreesMeasure>
      </cbc:LocationCoordinate>
    </cbc:Country>
  </cac:Country>
</extension>
```
It should be noted that the unmapped elements are inserted to the extension part of the document.

5.2 DOCUMENT COMPONENT DISCOVERY SUPPORT

Document component discovery is very important for the following reasons:

- When creating a new document type say a “Planning Document in UBL”, it is necessary to find the already existing document components in UBL to be reused. For the document artifacts that do not exist in UBL, CCL must be searched to find the corresponding components.

- Additionally, when a user wants to transform a document artifact in one standard into another, if s/he cannot obtain a mapping from the Harmonized Ontology, s/he may wish to query the Harmonized Ontology to discover the corresponding artifacts manually.

Currently document artifacts are mostly stored in spreadsheets. Also, there is an initiative, called UN/CEFACT Registry Implementation Specification, for storing/querying CCTS artifacts. However, all of these mechanisms only support keyword-based queries. For example, UN/CEFACT Registry Implementation Specification allows the users to query Aggregate Business Information Entities (ABIE) according to ABIE’s name, definition, business term, property term, object class term and the context values, where the ABIE used. Keyword-based queries fail short in the following respects:

- The users usually may not guess the exact keyword for querying.

- It is not possible to query BIEs/CCs based on the components they contain although this type of information is very useful. For instance, a user cannot issue a query to return the ABIEs which contain a “BBIE A”, a “BBIE B” and an “ASBIE C”.
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Keyword-based queries cannot make use of the class hierarchy. For example, assume that the user is looking for a Business Information Entity (BIE) which is related with USA geopolitical context. If the BIE is related with “North America” context node, this BIE is not returned to the user.

Furthermore, the implicit semantic relationships provided by the Harmonized Ontology are very useful for certain type of queries. For this reason, the possible type of queries are identified and they are formulated either with SPARQL (if the query does not necessitate reasoning) or in OWL.

The Harmonized Ontology can be queried for discovering the document components and the following types of queries are identified:

- **Keyword Queries**: This type of queries returns the user the BIEs/CCs whose name or description includes a given keyword.

- **Type Queries**: The type queries allow the users to query BIEs/CCs based on their Data Types, to query BIEs according to their CCs or to query ASBIEs/ASCCs according to their source/target ABIEs/ACCs.

- **Structural Queries**: This type of queries allows the users to search for CCs/BIEs according to their structure. For example, the user can query BCCs/BBIEs in a given ACC/ABIE, can query ACCs/ABIEs that contain a BCC/ASCC or BIE/ASBIE expression. The expression can be composed of using logical operators AND, OR or NOT.

- **Context Queries**: The context queries are used for discovering BIEs, which are used in a specified context set or set expression (e.g. Return BIEs which are used in context set S and not used in context set S’)

- **Equivalence/Similarity Queries**: Most of the time, the user would like to obtain CCs/BIEs similar to a user-defined CC/BIE. In other words, the user specifies the desired content and issues this content as a query against the Harmonized Ontology.
5.2.1 SPARQL QUERIES

For keyword, type and structural queries no further reasoning is needed than what is present in the Harmonized Ontology. Therefore for these three types of queries it is enough to formulate them using SPARQL for efficiency.

An example Keyword Query is as given below. This query retrieves the CCs or BIEs that contain “address” (Case-insensitive) in their “label” or “comment” elements.

```
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

SELECT ?subject
WHERE
{ ?subject rdfs:label ?label ;
  rdfs:comment ?comment .
  FILTER ( regex(str(?label), "ˆaddress", "i") || regex(str(?comment), "ˆaddress", "i") )
}
```

An example Type Query is as given below. This query retrieves BIEs (from the Harmonized Ontology) that have “basedOn” property whose range is restricted to a class whose CCs can only come from “Price.Details”. In other words, this query retrieves BIEs derived from “Price.Details” CC.

```
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX uo: <http://144.122.230.79/ontology/UpperOnt.owl#>

SELECT ?subject
WHERE
  ?temp rdf:type owl:Restriction ;
    owl:onProperty uo:basedOn ;
    owl:allValuesFrom uo:Price.Details .
}
```
An example Structural Query is as given below. This query retrieves those ASCCs and/or ASBIEs (from the Harmonized Ontology) that have “refersTo” property whose range is restricted to a class whose ACCs and/or ABIEs can only come from “Period.Details”. In other words, this query retrieves ASCCs and/or ASBIEs that refer to “Period.Details” ACCs and ABIEs.

```plaintext
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX uo: <http://144.122.230.79/ontology/UpperOnt.owl#>

SELECT ?subject
WHERE

{ ?subject owl:equivalentClass ?temp .
    ?temp owl:intersectionOf ?temp0 .
    ?temp4 owl:allValuesFrom uo:Period.Details ;
            owl:onProperty uo:refersTo ;
            rdf:type owl:Restriction .
}
```

An example Context query is as given below. This query retrieves BIEs from the Harmonized Ontology that have “usedInContext” property whose range is restricted to a context that whose values can only come from “Trade”. In other words, this query retrieves BIEs that are used in “Trade” context.

```plaintext
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX uo: <http://144.122.230.79/ontology/UpperOnt.owl#>

SELECT ?subject
WHERE

{ ?subject owl:equivalentClass ?temp .
}
```
5.2.2 QUERIES THAT REQUIRE REASONING SUPPORT

Some of the Context and all of the Equivalence type of queries require reasoning support and they are formulated as new class expressions in the OWL Ontology and the result is obtained by computing the new inferred ontology through the reasoner. In other words, the reasoner classifies the newly introduced class and computes its relationships to all the related classes.

For example, assume the user would like to obtain the BIEs used in North America but not in Mexico. The query is as follows:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Query">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#BusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:Class>
      <owl:complementOf>
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#iso.ch.3166.1999.MX"/>
      </owl:complementOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
A DL reasoner computes the new hierarchy and relates the similar classes (BIEs) to the Query class through subClassOf or equivalentClass constructs. The class given below is the result of the query, as the reasoner puts the Query as the subclass of the class in the inferred hierarchy.

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AssetExpense_AccountingAccount.Details">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="BusinessInformationEntity"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#usedInContext"/>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class rdf:about="#iso.ch.3166.1999.US"/>
          </owl:allValuesFrom>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```

Reasoner support is needed to formulate the similarity/equivalence queries. Assume that a user would like to obtain an Account ACC which has a Type, AmountType and Identifier. Such a query is formulated as follows:

```
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Query">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="AccountingAccount.Identification.Identifier"/>
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="AccountingAccount.Type.Code"/>
        <owl:Class rdf:ID="AccountingAccount.AmountType.Code"/>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
The reasoner puts a subclass of relation from the AccountingAccount.Details ACC, shown below, to the Query as the result has more BCCs than the Query class.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="AccountingAccount.Details">
  <owl:equivalentClass>
    <owl:Class>
      <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <owl:Class rdf:about="#AggregateCoreComponent"/>
        <owl:Restriction>
          <owl:onProperty>
            <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="contains"/>
          </owl:onProperty>
          <owl:allValuesFrom>
            <owl:Class>
              <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.Identification.Identifier"/>
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.SetTrigger.Code"/>
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.Type.Code"/>
                <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.AmountType.Code"/>
              </owl:intersectionOf>
            </owl:Class>
            <owl:allValuesFrom>
              <owl:Class>
                <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.Identification.Identifier"/>
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.SetTrigger.Code"/>
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.Type.Code"/>
                  <owl:Class rdf:about="#AccountingAccount.AmountType.Code"/>
                </owl:intersectionOf>
              </owl:Class>
            </owl:allValuesFrom>
          </owl:Restriction>
        </owl:Restriction>
      </owl:intersectionOf>
    </owl:Class>
  </owl:equivalentClass>
</owl:Class>
```
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

RESULTS

In this chapter, the overall system architecture, a use case of the system and the implementation results are presented. The overall system architecture is presented in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, a use case to generate mappings between GS1 XML Planning documents [26] and UBL Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment documents [76] is described. Finally, the implementation results and the performance of the system is described in Section 6.3.

6.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND EVALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

The overall system framework shown in Figure 6.1 puts together all the parts described and demonstrates how the specified semantics can be used.

6.1.1 THE FRAMEWORK

The framework consists of a harmonized ontology developed as described in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 (The harmonized ontology and how to construct this harmonized ontology is submitted as a specification to the OASIS SET TC [46]); a repository to store the XPath expressions and the XSLT rules; a wrapper to convert the harmonized ontology to the corresponding set of predicate logic facts; additional rules for expressing the defined heuristics; a DL reasoner and a predicate logic rule engine. Figure 6.1 shows the system components:
A. Harmonized Ontology: This ontology contains two types of OWL-DL ontologies: (1) the Upper Ontology and (2) the Document Schema Ontologies. As mentioned before, the Upper Ontology describes the CCTS artifacts, such as Business Information Entities and Core Components, as generic classes. The Document Schema Ontologies, on the other hand, describe the BIEs generated by the CCTS based electronic business document standards. There is a Document Schema Ontology for each electronic business document standard. The Document Schema Ontologies are defined conforming to the generic classes defined in the Upper Ontology. The harmonized ontology is obtained by running the DL-Reasoner against the Upper Ontology and Document Schema...
Ontologies.

B. **DL-Reasoner**: A Description Logic (DL) Reasoner is used to identify the equivalence and subsumption relations in the harmonized ontology. As the DL reasoner, Racer Pro 1.9.2 Beta [56] is used. The discovered similarities among the document artifacts are then used to generate XSLT definitions for transforming between different electronic business document standards’ XML Instances.

C. Predicate Logic Rule Engine: In some cases, the Description Logic is not sufficient to find relations between document artifacts. Therefore, in these cases, generic heuristics in the form of Predicate Logic Rules are used. The JESS Rule Engine [35] is used to execute the heuristics to find additional relations among the Document Schema Ontology classes.

D. Ontology-PL Facts Wrapper: The document artifacts are represented through OWL classes and properties in the harmonized ontology and they are represented as facts in the Predicate Logic Rule Engine. This wrapper converts the OWL definitions to facts definitions, which are then asserted to the rule engine. After the rule engine executes the rules on the facts, new facts are inferred, which represent equivalence relationship among classes. The wrapper converts the newly obtained fact definitions back to OWL class equivalences to be inserted to the harmonized ontology.

E. Additional Heuristics: These heuristics are given through the Predicate Logic Rules to identify the relations among the document artifacts, which cannot be identified through Description Logic.

A number of tools are developed to support this framework:

1. The XSD-OWL Converter: This component converts a CCTS based document schema into Document Schema Ontology as described in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

2. The XPath Generator Tool: The XPath Generator extracts the correspondences between the XSD Schema elements in the document schemas and the OWL classes in the Document Schema Ontologies through XPath expressions. These expressions are then used to generate the XSLT definitions.
3. The XSLT Generator Tool: This component generates the XSLT definitions by using the XPath definitions and the newly computed equivalence/subsumption relations. These XSLT definitions are used in the transformation between two XML instances conforming to different electronic business document standards.

4. Ontology-PL Facts Wrapper as explained above.

6.1.2 THE DOCUMENT INSTANCE TRANSLATION THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK

This framework is used to transform a source XML document instance to a target XML document instance. If the document schema ontologies corresponding to these document instances are already a part of the harmonized ontology, the corresponding XSLT transformations can directly be generated. If the source, or the target or both of these document schema ontologies are not yet a part of the harmonized ontology, first they must be inserted through the following procedure:

- First the OWL Document Schema Ontology conforming to the OWL structure described in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are created for the XSD Document Schemas (2a) by using the XSD-OWL Converter.

- In the mean time, the XPath Generator Tool is used to keep track of the correspondences among the XSD elements and OWL classes to generate XPath Mappings (2b).

- The OWL ontologies are inserted to the harmonized ontology (3).

- The ontologies are classified with the DL Reasoner and the harmonized ontology is computed (5). In this step new equality/subsumption relations are computed (if there are any) (5a).

- At the same time, the OWL definitions are converted to Predicate Logic facts by using the Ontology-PL Facts Wrapper Tool and asserted to the Predicate Logic Rule Engine (5b).

- The rule engine is executed and new relations are identified as facts (7).

- These facts are converted to OWL Definitions through Ontology-PL Facts Wrapper (8).
• The newly generated OWL Definitions are appended to the harmonized ontology and the DL-Reasoner is executed again to compute new equality/subsumption relations (9). The steps from 5 to 9 are executed repeatedly until the harmonized ontology reaches a certain maturity level (i.e., no further equivalences are computed by the DL reasoner and Predicate Logic Rule Engine).

• The equality/subsumption definitions and the XPath Mappings are input to XSLT Generator to produce XSLT Definitions automatically (11).

• The XSLT Definitions are displayed to the user for further editing (13).

• The XSLTs are used to transform to XML Instances conforming to different standards (14).

6.2 USE CASE: iSURF INTEROPERABILITY SERVICE UTILITY FOR COLLABORATIVE PLANNING, FORECASTING AND REPLENISHMENT

As mentioned in Section 6.3, this harmonized ontology together with the heuristic rules developed are used within the scope of the ICT-213031-iSURF [34] project to generate mappings between GS1 XML Planning documents [26] and UBL Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment documents [76]. The planning documents used in the iSURF Project are: “Event”, “Exception Criteria”, “Exception Notification”, “Forecast”, “Forecast Revision”, “Performance History”, “Product Activity”, “Retail Event”, “Trade Item Information Request” and “Trade Item Location Profile”. As a result, 20 XSLT documents are generated by following the approach described in this thesis. The documents are available at iSURF Project Web site [99].

The user interface (client) of the iSURF ISU is Web based and is developed using Adobe Flex. The entrance page is shown in Figure 6.2. In this page, the user selects the document type to be mapped, the source standard and the target standard. In this example, assume that the user selects the Trade Item Location Profile as the message and assume further that the user wants to map from GS1 XML to UBL.

Having selected the document type, in the next step (Figure 6.3), the document models are presented to the user. On the left pane, the GS1 Trade Item Location Profile and on the right
Figure 6.2: iSURF ISU Entrance Page

Figure 6.3: Document Content Models
Figure 6.4: Equalities are loaded to the middle pane

pane, the UBL Trade Item Location Profile is presented to the user. On the other hand, in the middle pane, the discovered equalities will be presented to the user.

When the user clicks “Load Equality List” button, the client connects to the iSURF ISU, which in turn directs the ISU to run the description logic reasoner and Jess rule engine. Upon receiving the discovered equalities from the reasoner and rule engine, the ISU sends them to the client. The client displays the equalities to the user in the middle pane as shown in Figure 6.4.

The user can see the elements in the equality in their corresponding document tree by right clicking the equality and selecting “Find Equivalences” item as shown in Figure 6.5. For example, in Figure 6.6, the GS1 XML’s “TimePeriod.Length.Duration.Measure” and UBL’s “Period.Duration.Measure” elements are shown in their document trees.

At this point the user can inspect the equalities and identify whether they are right. If a discovered equality is false-positive, the user can deselect the checkbox right next to the equality. Furthermore, the user can add new equalities by using the “Add New Equality” button. Having completed the examination step, the user clicks the “Generate XPaths” button.
Figure 6.5: Find equivalences item

Figure 6.6: Discovered Equivalences in the corresponding document trees
Figure 6.7: Identified XPaths

to proceed with the next step, where the XPaths of the elements in the discovered equalities are presented to the user as shown in Figure 6.7.

After that the user clicks the “Generate XSLT” button to generate the XSLT definition (Figure 6.8) to be used to map an instance GS1 Trade Item Location instance to UBL Trade Item Location Instance. It should be noted that the user may further edit the XSLT with any XSLT Editor. In Appendix A.1 the generated XSLT document is presented. Furthermore, in Appendix A.2 the XSLT document for reverse translation is provided.

6.3 THE IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM

The current version of the harmonized ontology, available from [90], contains the ontological representations of:

- All of the CCs and BIEs in UN/CCL 07B.
- All of the BIEs in the common library of UBL 2.0.
All of the OAGIS 9.1 Common Components and Fields.

All of the elements in the common library of GS1 XML.

There are about 3400 Named OWL Classes and 11000 Restriction Definitions in the harmonized ontology.

This harmonized ontology together with the heuristic rules developed are used within the scope of the ICT-213031-iSURF [34] project to generate mappings between GS1 XML Planning documents [26] and UBL Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment documents [76].

The planning documents used in the iSURF Project are: “Event”, “Exception Criteria”, “Exception Notification”, “Forecast”, “Forecast Revision”, “Performance History”, “Product Activity”, “Retail Event”, “Trade Item Information Request” and “Trade Item Location Profile”. The success rate in discovering the document components with similar information content is 88.10% for aggregate document components (ABIEs) and 89.33% for basic document components (BBIEs). The rate of false positives is about 10%.
Related with performance, an issue that needs to be addressed is whether the gain in automation justifies the resources needed to develop the ontological representation of the document schemas. In order to reduce this cost, as already described, automated tool support is provided to create OWL definitions of the document schemas. Additionally, by conforming to a standard ontological representation and hence having all the document schema ontologies in a common pool, the users of the harmonized ontology only need to create a document schema ontology if it is not already in the harmonized ontology and benefit from all the existing connections when they do so.

Another issue related with performance is the computational complexity of the reasoning process involved. On a PC with 2GB RAM, the Racer Pro 1.9.2 Beta reasoner [56], it takes about 120 seconds to compute the harmonized ontology. The harmonized ontology will be re-computed in limited cases:

- When the predicate rule engine is run to generate more equivalent classes, or,
- When a new document schema is introduced to the system, or,
- When a new CCTS based upper document ontology is introduced to the system

Therefore this performance is considered satisfactory.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE WORK

Today, an enterprise’s competitiveness is, to a large extent, determined by its ability to seamlessly interoperate with others, and the electronic document standards play an important role in this. However, given the large number of electronic business document standards, conformance to one of these standards or implementing a few of them will not solve the interoperability problem; there will always be some companies using a different, incompatible document standard. Therefore, there is a need for semantic tools to support electronic document interoperability.

Semantics is domain specific knowledge and the success of the developed tools heavily depends on the amount of domain knowledge available. In this respect, UN/CEFACT CCTS has achieved an important milestone and provided the semantics of the electronic business documents.

In this thesis, this semantics is explicated and show how to use it for semi-automated translation of document schema instances from different standards. Both the success rate in discovering the similarities of document artifacts and the performance of the system are promising for industry take-up.

A possible obstacle to industry take-up of the described mechanisms may stem from the different representations of the same meaning. For example, what one representation may choose as a subclass, may be represented as an object property in another representation. When this happens, harmonizing different ontological representations will become a challenge. Therefore, we have initiated a standardization effort for the representation of CCTS semantics and have formed the OASIS “Semantic Support for Electronic Business Document Interoperability (SET)” Technical Committee [45]. In this way, that is, having a common semantic descrip-
tion of the CCTS based document standards, it will be possible to collect all descriptions in a common pool and when the semantics of a new document schema is introduced to the pool, it will benefit from the already existing connections in the harmonized ontology. We anticipate that this initiative will increase the industry take-up of the work. Although the framework is tested in collaborative planning domain, it is generic and it can be applied to all domains having CCTS based document standards. The current status of the heuristics has achieved a promising success rate. Once a further insight is gained to a large number of document schemas, additional heuristics may be developed as a future work.
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A.1 THE XSLT FILE FOR TRANSLATING THE TRADE ITEM LOCATION PROFILE INSTANCES FROM GS1 XML TO UBL

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet
<xsl:namespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="n" result-prefix="#default"/>
<xsl:output method="xml" encoding="UTF-8" indent="yes"/>
<xsl:template match="/n2:documentCommand">
    <n:TradeItemLocationProfile>
        <xsl:attribute name="xsi:schemaLocation">
UBL-TradeItemLocationProfile-2.1.xsd'"/>
        </xsl:attribute>
        <cbc:ID>
            <xsl:value-of select="string($Vvar2_const)"/>
        </cbc:ID>
        <xsl:for-each select="documentCommandOperand">
            <xsl:for-each select="plan:tradeItemLocationProfile">
                <xsl:for-each select="@documentStatus">
                    <cbc:DocumentStateCode>
                        <xsl:value-of select="string($Vvar150_documentStatus_string)"/>
                    </cbc:DocumentStateCode>
                </xsl:for-each>
            </xsl:for-each>
        </xsl:for-each>
    </n:TradeItemLocationProfile>
</xsl:template>
```
<xsl:for-each select="plan:tradeItemLocationProfile">
  <xsl:for-each select="itemManagementProfile">
    <cac:ItemManagementProfile>
      <xsl:for-each select="frozenPeriodDays">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar207_frozenPeriodDays_integer" select="number(.)"/>
        <cbc:FrozenPeriodDays>
          <xsl:value-of select="number($Vvar207_frozenPeriodDays_integer)"/>
        </cbc:FrozenPeriodDays>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="minimumInventory">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar211_minimumInventory_float" select="number(.)"/>
        <cbc:MinimumInventoryQuantity>
          <xsl:value-of select="number($Vvar211_minimumInventory_float)"/>
        </cbc:MinimumInventoryQuantity>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="orderQuantityMultiple">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar215_orderQuantityMultiple_float" select="number(.)"/>
        <cbc:MultipleOrderQuantity>
          <xsl:value-of select="number($Vvar215_orderQuantityMultiple_float)"/>
        </cbc:MultipleOrderQuantity>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="orderIntervalDays">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar219_orderIntervalDays_integer" select="number(.)"/>
        <cbc:OrderIntervalDays>
          <xsl:value-of select="number($Vvar219_orderIntervalDays_integer)"/>
        </cbc:OrderIntervalDays>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="replenishmentOwner">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar225_replenishmentOwner_string" select="string(.)"/>
        <cbc:ReplenishmentOwnerDescription>
          <xsl:value-of select="$Vvar225_replenishmentOwner_string"/>
        </cbc:ReplenishmentOwnerDescription>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="targetServiceLevel">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar229_targetServiceLevel_decimal" select="number(.)"/>
        <cbc:TargetServicePercent>
          <xsl:value-of select="$Vvar229_targetServiceLevel_decimal"/>
        </cbc:TargetServicePercent>
        </xsl:for-each>
      <xsl:for-each select="targetInventory">
        <xsl:variable name="Vvar230_targetInventory" select="."/>
        <xsl:for-each select="value">
          145
        </xsl:for-each>
      </xsl:for-each>
    </cac:ItemManagementProfile>
  </xsl:for-each>
</xsl:for-each>
A.2 THE XSLT FILE FOR TRANSLATING THE TRADE ITEM LOCATION PROFILE INSTANCES FROM UBL TO GS1 XML

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet>
  <xsl:namespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="n" result-prefix="#default"/>
  <xsl:output method="xml" encoding="UTF-8" indent="yes"/>
  <xsl:template match="/n2:TradeItemLocationProfile">
    <n:documentCommand>
      <n:attribute name="xsi:schemaLocation">
        <xsl:value-of select="'urn:ean.ucc:2 TradeItemLocationProfileProxy.xsd'"/>
      </n:attribute>
      <documentCommandOperand xmlns="">
        <plan:tradeItemLocationProfile>
          <xsl:for-each select="cbc:IssueDate">
            <xsl:variable name="Vvar114_IssueDate_date" select="string(.)"/>
            <xsl:for-each select="$Vvar1_firstSource/cbc:IssueTime">
              <xsl:variable name="Vvar118_IssueTime_time" select="string(.)"/>
              <xsl:attribute name="creationDateTime">
                <xsl:value-of select="string(concat(concat(string($Vvar114_IssueDate_date), 'T'), string($Vvar118_IssueTime_time)))"/>
              </xsl:attribute>
            </xsl:for-each>
          </xsl:for-each>
          <xsl:for-each select="cbc:DocumentStateCode">
            <xsl:variable name="Vvar125_DocumentStateCode_normalizedString" select="string(.)"/>
            <xsl:attribute name="documentStatus">
              <xsl:value-of select="string($Vvar125_DocumentStateCode_normalizedString)"/>
            </xsl:attribute>
          </xsl:for-each>
          <xsl:for-each select="cac:Period">
            <period>
              <xsl:for-each select="cbc:StartDate">
                <xsl:variable name="Vvar134_StartDate_date" select="string(.)"/>
                <xsl:attribute name="beginDate">
                  <xsl:value-of select="$Vvar134_StartDate_date"/>
                </xsl:attribute>
              </xsl:for-each>
              <xsl:for-each select="cbc:EndDate">
                <xsl:variable name="Vvar138_EndDate_date" select="string(.)"/>
                <xsl:attribute name="endDate">
                  <xsl:value-of select="$Vvar138_EndDate_date"/>
                </xsl:attribute>
              </xsl:for-each>
            </period>
          </xsl:for-each>
        </plan:tradeItemLocationProfile>
      </documentCommandOperand>
    </n:documentCommand>
  </xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
```
select="string(.)"/>
   </gln>
   <xsl:value-of select="string($Vvar199_ID_normalizedString)"/>
 </gln>
 </xsl:for-each>
</xsl:for-each>
</xsl:for-each>
</buyerLocation>
</xsl:for-each>
<xsl:for-each select="cac:SellerSupplierParty">
 <sellerLocation>
 <xsl:for-each select="cac:Party">
 <xsl:for-each select="cac:PartyIdentification">
 <xsl:for-each select="cbc:ID">
 <xsl:variable name="Vvar209_ID_normalizedString" select="string(.)"/>
   <gln>
   <xsl:value-of select="string($Vvar209_ID_normalizedString)"/>
 </gln>
 </xsl:for-each>
 </xsl:for-each>
 </xsl:for-each>
 </sellerLocation>
 </xsl:for-each>
 </collaborativeTradeItem>
</itemManagementProfile>
</xsl:for-each>
</documentCommandOperand>
</n:documentCommand>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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